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Bergmann wins senate election
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS
News Editor

Bemidji

Issue 24

After three hours of careful balletcounting, nervous waiting and tense
pacing, new student senate officers
were announced Tuesday night
around 10:30.
Mark Bergmann was named the
new president, beating Ann Burfeind
479-198. Bergmann will replace current president Steve Carswell next
year.
Upon hearing the news, Bergmann
flashed a tense smile and accepted
congratulations from several supporters who stayed by his side during
the wait.
"I figured I'd win," he said later,
"but I thought it would be a lot closer."
He said his intense campaigning
earned him the win.

"Just being visible was a
big deal for me. It really
helped by campaign."
Mark Bergman
"I went to every club possible and
every Residence Hall, talking to as
many people as I could," he said.
"Just being visible was a big deal for
me. It really helped by campaign."
The vice president seat went to
Lisa Rainwater, who earned 476 votes
to Chris Haukoos' 169.
In the closest race by far, Ed
Zachary beat Munir Ahmad Tarafd ar
for the treasurer office by a mere four
votes, 327 to 323. At press time,
Tarafdar was still considering re-

questing a recount.
In addition to the officer seats,
new senators for the sophomore,
junior and senior classes were also
announced. Sophomore winners
were Todd Cage, Jennifer Grote, Brian
Gryniewski, James E. Hudson, Jenny
O'Connell and David Schnobel. Junior winners were Kim Clark, Jim
Dailey, Earl Helder, Lisa Mallon,
Adrienne Mitchell and Jay Philliber.
Senior winners were Tim Dahlby,
Christine Didier, Golam Ahmed
Fa ruqui, Calvin Goh Ling Huat, Asher
Mahmud and Lana Swancutt.
Student participation in this year's
vote was up from past years.' According to Ching D. Ting, current
Vice preseident and official election
coordinator, 732 students cast ballets. He said he was pleased with the
turnout.

Three weeks ago Bemidji
State University dropped a national athletic affiliation to save
money. Now three sports programs have been cut for the
same reason.
The swimming and diving
teams have been cut and the
cross-country running team will
be cut after the 1991 fall season.
In addition, the skiing program
will return to club status after
one more year at the varsity
level.
The president of BSU said he
was disappointed, but the move
will save the university $50,000
in operating and personnel expenses.

ci:211,Ti
A march for National Victims' Rights week was held last
Wednesday at St. Cloud State
University.
The crowd wore black and
carried 30 figurines representing the 30 assault victims from
SCSU last year.
The theme was "Reaffirmation and Remembrance: A
March for Victims' Rights." The
march was sponsored by Psi
Delta Phi sorority.
SCSU student senators are
planning to have student-endorsed candidates on the upcoming city council elections.
The senators feel greater
student representation is
needed, so they want an endorsed council member from
each of the city's seven wards.

Total Student Body : 7,700 Total votes: 705 (9%)
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Results of election obtained from Winona State University Student Senate.
Enrollment obtained from President's Office

Fake student
listed on ballet
By MONTY GILLES
Asst. News Editor

M. :Talk to
Last Friday an 18-year-old
Mankato State University
freshman died from head injuries suffered when he fell from
the hood of his car.
The student was riding on
the hood of his car while his
roommate was driving. The
student fell when the car turned.
The accident occurred at 1
a.m., and he died about noon.
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Students also vote on changes to
Student Association constitution
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS
News Editor
Students who voted in Tuesdays
election were choosing more than
their new student senate representatives; they were also voting on a new
Student Association constitution.
The association, which is comprised of theentire of student body, is
governed by the student senate. The
constitution dictates the guidelines
by which the senate operates.
According to Ching D. Ting, current vice president and official election coordinator, several changes to
the current constitution were included in the vote.
One was in the preamble itself. A
clause that stated the association promotes equal opportunity for all races,

religions, sexual preferences and
others was proposed. Ting, who
authored the addition, said it has been
needed for a long time.
"There was never anything in the
constitution that discouraged discrimination," Ching said. "Can you
believe it?"
Another proposal would alter the
requirements for running for student
senate office. Currently, senators and
officers must have a 2.0 grade point
average to run for office. The proposed change would up the necessary
GPA to 2.25 for senators and 2.50 for
officers.
Ching explained, "If we let people
with just a 2.0 into office, they couldn't
spend a lot of time with their duties
on the senate."
A third major proposal would af-

feet the referendum policy. Currently,
a petition needs 100 signatures before
the senate will consider sending it to
referendum. That number was upped
to 250.
This proposal arose after the low
voter turnout for the Gulf War referend urn.
Ching said, "We just want to see
more support for an idea before it
goes to referendum."
Participation by ten percent of the
student population, or 720 students,
was needed for the vote to count,
Ting said. Although the voting was
to have run both Tuesday and
Wednesday, enough votes were
gathered on Tuesday alone to meet
the 10 percent. According to Ting, the
majority vote will now dictate if the
changes are accepted or defeated.

Parking fees proposed
for next year by faculty

Michael Hunt might have fared well in his bid to become a junior
student senator in Tuesdays election. There was only one slight problem. He. doesn't exist.
As the result of an elaborate practical joke, Michael Hunt, who isn't
a student at Winona State University and is completely fictitious,
slipped through the application procedure and made it on the student
senate ballot for junior senator.
All candidates for any senate office must fill out an application which
Is kept on file with the student senate. Mike had one of these, complete
with fake address, fake phone number and fake signature. It's in the
approval process that he slipped by.
Ching a Ting, senate vice president and the official in charge of the
election, sent all applications to the student affairs office to check
eligibility, including a minimum grade-point-average. This check is
standard procedure before the names are placed on the ballot. Hunt's
application came back with a note on it to check the registrar's office
because student affairs had no record of him. The registrar's office,
which has records of every student enrolled here, was never asked.
Ting was surprised and disappointed to discover that someone on the
ballot was a fake.
"Somebody's playing a joke," Ting said "I'm very, very upset with
myself and with the person that did that. I'm a student, I learn things and
I'm still young. I make mistakes oncebut not twice. I'll never let a guy like
this get by me again."
The practical joker will probably get by this time. The address given
on the application, 69 Center Street, doesn't exist. The only trace left was
a phone number. Paul Lux, one of five WSU students living at that
number, had never heard of Michael Hunt.
"It's probably a joke, and I don't think it's anyone here because we
wouldn't put our own phone number down," he said.
Ting said that even though there is no Michael Hunt, the junior ballot
will still be valid. There were seven students, including Mike, running
for the six positions. Since there's no Mike, Ting said the others will
automatically get the positions.
The election judges eliminated Michael Hunt from the ballot, but
issued an official signed and dated statement, just in case he really exists.
Theirstatementread: "We, as election judges, have voted unanimously
to eliminate the name of Michael Hunt from the junior ballot. This is
because we feel *re is not sufficient evidence that he fulfills any of the
requirements fora student senator. If however, Mr. Hunt would like to
dispute this vote hie may come to the election judges with sufficient
proof."

Yes!

By BECKY MILTON
Winonan Staff

Tnsiraa/T.Y1 ties
Thursday: Partly sunny
High of 65
Low of 40
Friday:

Chance of showers
High of 65
Low of 45

Weekend: Chance of showers
High of 70
Low of 50

Chicago
Thursday: Dry
High of 60
Low of 40
Friday:

Dry
High of 60
Low of 40

Weekend: Chanceof showers
High of 65
Low of 45
Information provided by the
National Weather Service

Winona State University students,
faculty and staff may have to pay for
parking next year if a new proposal is
accepted by WSU President Darrell
Krueger.
If the proposal passes, a permit
would be needed to park anywhere
on campus.
Wayne Dunbar, chairman of the
space utilization committee of the
faculty senate, said the 1990 Minnesota Legislature passed a law stating
that any government-controlled
parking lot must be self sufficient.
Since WSU is subsidized by the state,
it is considered government owned.
The proposal has three classifications of lots.
Lot A would be the lots near
Pasteur Hall, Phelps Hall, Memorial
Hall and Maxwell Library. These lots
are considered premium because they
are nearest to each academic building.
These lots would have an equal
number of stalls to permits. Lot A
permits would be $45 per quarter.
Lot B would be the lot behind
Minne and the lot by the tennis courts.
Permits for these would run $25 per
quarter.
Lot C would be the lots between

"For students it's just another fee in a long series
of fees. It's a necessary evil."
Jon Kosidowski

Sheehan Hall and Kryzsko Commons,
the Sheehan turnaround, the maintenance lot next to the heating plant,
and the unpaved lot south of Sheehan.
These permits would be $15 per
quarter.
All lots would be open from 7 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
According to the proposal, lots B
and C would have more permits than
stalls, therefore a permit doesn't
guarantee a parking place. Jon
Kosidowski, administrative assistant
to the vice president of academic affairs, said this is because not everyone
comes to school on the same days for
the same hours.
"Just because they have a pass
doesn't mean they'll get into their
lot," Kosidowski said. Students must
understand there is the possibility
that all 400 people with permits could
be on campus at the same time, even
though there are only 350 spaces, he

added. "It shouldn't happen. It should
balance out," he said.
The proposal said the permits
should be given out by lottery.
Dunbar said, "A lottery is more
fair than throwing darts at a list of
names."
Students and faculty would have
to fill out a parking permit form with
their desired lot letter on it. Students
and faculty would get a choice of
how many lots they want to try for.
The requests can be for one lot
only or for more than one. In the first
option, for example, if Jon Doe is not
picked for his requested lot, his name
is dropped.
In the second option, by request
only, if Jon Doe's name isn't picked
for his desired lot, it will automatically be put into the next lot's lottery.

See Parking , page 3

Deb Benedeff/W1nonan Staff
Cory Engwer, junior therapeutic recreation major, reacts to getting all of her classes after numerous attempts. Despite the new
five-day class schedule, students met with few problems during
he first two days of pre registration.
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New recycling coordinator named

Briefs
ISP creating world's largest poem
The International Society of Poets (I.S.P.) is accepting poems for its
"World's Largest Poem for Peace." Anyone may contribute to this worldwide effort.
The World's Largest Poem for Peace, a document expected to be longer
than several football fields, will be presented to the Secretary General of the
United Nations following the Society's August 16-18 National Poetry Symposium in Washington, D.C.
In addition to this literary donation, I.S.P. will donate 10 cents to the
United Nations' International Children's Education Fund (UNICEF) on
behalf of everyone who shows support for world peace by submitting a
poem.
To be part of this monumental effort, send one original poem (20 lines or
less) to: World's Largest Poem for Peace, P.O. Box 627, Owings Mills,
Maryland 21117.

Hmong awareness day is May 2
The Hmong Club along with the office of Cultural Diversity is sponsoring a Hmong Awareness Day, Thurs., May 2 at 12:45 p.m.-3:30 p.m. in
Baldwin Lounge, Kryzsko Commons.
Hmong fabric art and clothing will be on display and refreshments will
be provided.
Keynote speaker, Dr. Dao Yang, a distinguished member in the Hmong
community, who received his Ph.D. from the Sorbonne University of Paris
will cover the topic, "Hmong History and Culture." A second speaker, Mr.
Pao Yang, personnel specialist in the city of St. Paul, will discuss the topic
concerning, "Hmong in the American Society."

Two WSU students selected to
participate in MECA program
Two Winona State University students were selected to participate inthe
Minnesota State University System's Minority Exposure to Corporate
America (MECA) program which provides scholarship monies and internships at Minnesota Mining Manufacturing (3M).
The two are: Steven Carswell, a paralegal major from Brooklyn, N.Y.; and
Amanda Nguyen from Worthington, Minn. who is majoring in business
administration, public administration and psychology.
Both participants are juniors and were selected in a competitive process
by a committee of State University System and 3M representatives.
Each student receives a $1000 scholarship in their junior and senior years
as well as a 13-week paid internship at 3M this summer. The students also
meet quarterly for leadership and skill training activities. The program is
funded by 3M.
The MECA program is designed to encourage minority students to
pursue a business related major and to give them experience as well as
financial support which will facilitate degree completion and career preparation.

Corrections:
In the April 25 issue of the Winonan, there were two inaccuracies. In the
page one article on the senate debate, Anthony Bell was referred to as a
former senator. Bell is currently on the senate. In the page 9 article on local
banks, it was stated that the money Merchants bank loans out comes from
the state and not bank. Money lent comes from the bank The Winonan regrets
the errors.
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Hartshorn
takes over for
Burfeind

done we'll know what to do - right
of their daily lives," Hartshorn said.
now we're so far behind as a culture
The first recycling coordinator at
that we have no idea what is to be
Winona State University was Ann
done."
Burfeind who was awarded the posiHartshorn would then like to set
tion last fall. Burfeind later had her
up a promotional campaign to get the
budget frozen by the administration
word out about the kinds of things
due to statewide finance problems
. that can be recycled and how to go
and her position was terminated.
about it.
Kane could not assure that the
"We will distribute pamphlets and
budget would not get cut again, but
hang posters to try to get everyone
he was optimistic that WSU would be
thinking about recycling - of course
able to maintain the program.
these will be printed on recycled paHartshorn commented on the need
per," Hartshorn said.
to have a stable budget. "The only
Cultural road blocks are the bigway we are going to have a good
gest hindrance to formulating an atrecycling program is if we are well
mosphere where people disdain the
funded."
idea of throwing recyclables into a
Kane said involvement is as imstandard trash container, Hartshorn
portant as a good budget. He said,
said.
"The most important thing we need
He said, "We have something to
is to have student involvement. If we
learn from other cultures who do not
can get every student to simply throw
view the human race as a separate
Evan Hartshorn
their cans, bottles and papers into
entity from the planet."
recycling containers we will be suc- everyone involved," he said.
Kane said that he is pleased thus
Hartshorn stated the purpose of far with student willingness to recycle
cessful."
The committee that Hartshorn the committee. "The committee will their garbage. "I think in comparison
plans to set up will be made up of form a list of tasks and goals that to other campuses WSU does a pretty
students, faculty and members of the need to be accomplished in terms of good job, especially in the (Smaug)
administration so that "we can get recycling," he said. "Once that is and in the dorm buildings."

A

By STUART JOHNSON
Winonan Staff

Evan Hartshorn, senior communication theory major, has been selected as the recycling coordinator by
the student senate and John Kane,
vice president of student affairs.
The position's purpose is to develop and promote recycling in and
around the campus, in accordance
with waste control laws currently in
place in Winona County.
With a budget of $8,000, Hartshorn
plans to set up a committee to evaluate the needs of this campus and his
own performance throughout the
year.
"We need to set up and develop a
program in which people automatically recycle, so that it becomes part

Students could be affected by several
bills being considered in Legislature
By LANA SWANCUTT
Winonan Staff

Many Winona State University
students pay little attention to legislative issues until they can feel a
change in their pocket book.
However, the ramifications of
three issues on the state level—
Governor Carson's budgets cuts, a
proposed tuition increase and a proposed merger bill—will be felt as early
as next fall.
In January, Carlson announced his
proposed budget, which translated
into an estimated $2.9 million in cuts
for WSU alone.
These cuts will become evident in
a loss of staff and faculty positions,
fewer and larger classes, and no new
capital equipment.
In February, 43 faculty and staff
employees were notified that their
jobs maybe cut, includ ing 33 positions
from adjunct overload (teachers
brought in from the professional
community), but the names of those
employees will not be made public
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until later this month.
dents will be expected "to pay the full
In addition to university employ- cost of instruction, estimated at $4,745,
ees, programs and building plans are while enrollment is expected to drop
also being lost.
by 50 percent in
The library's
these areas."
budget plans will
In addition to
"Ten to 15 percent of
suffer a $350,00
cuts in higher
cut. No new
education, stuthe students may not
books will be
dents
may also be
be back because they
purchased and
affected by a bill to
won't be able to afford
finding funding
hike tuition proto maintain the
posed by Senator
it."
periodicals curGene Waldorf
rently on the
(DFL-St. Paul).
Steven Clift
shelves will be
Currently the state
difficult.
picks up to twoStudents may
thirds the instrucfeel the crunch
tional cost for
most in the areas of classes and tu- education. Under Waldorf's bill, stuition. While individual class size will dents will pick up 38 percent of the
increase 10 percent and fewer classes cost next year, and 40 percent the
will be offered, tuition may increase following year.
as well for Minnesota residents and
The hike would place the burden
reciprocity students.
of cost on students whose parents
According to a memo from Min- make over $50,000. The bill would
nesota State University System Vice increase financial aid to adjust to the
Chancellor of Finance Ed McMahon, increase, but skeptics of the bill say
out-of-state and non-reciprocity stu- that the increase in financial aid would
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only be temporary and would soon
be forgotten.
Steven Clift, a WSU graduate and
an aid for Senator Steven Morse, said
that the House is planning to keep
tuition at a standstill, but students
will be expected to take a minimum
of 15 credit hours in order to be eligible
for financial aid.
As many as"10 to 15 percent of the
students may not be back because
they won't be able to afford it," Clift
said.
Clift said the best defense to stop
the hike is to make students aware of
what's going on and for them to write
and call legislators.
Anotherbill before the Legislature
would merge technical schools, community colleges and the State University Sistem.
The bill, introduced by Senate
Majority Leader Roger Moe (DFLErskine) would supposedly eliminate
the bureaucracy caused by the three
separate systems.
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WSU students encouraged to Visiting students to travel to
'party smart' at Springfest
Winona to celebrate Springest

By DAVE TERPSTRA

with the doubling of the number of ing to Reed.
portable toilets and with the increase
Bell addressed the issue of house
parties and "cartoon cocktail" parties
The student senate has embarked in the number of waste cans.
"We need to respect the commu- prevalent during Springfest. "Caron a program to encourage Winona
nity,"
he said.
toon cocktails"
State University students to "party
He also
are parties held
smart" during Springiest via the Party
pointed out the
in the morning
Smart campaign.
"(Springfest) will be closely bef ore
concern in the
As part of the campaign, the stuscrutinized. The commnity Springfest acdent senate public relations commit- community over
begin.
tee, headed by Lisa Rainwater, Springfest, espefeels it could explode at any tivities
cially in light of
Bell told stulaunched a sober cab program.
minute. . . . We need to dents that
Funded by donations from local the recent incikeeping down
businesses, the program will provide dent in LaCrosse
respect the community."
the noise and
a taxi service to students during where a spring
eliminating litSpringfest. Winona Yellow Cab festival turned
into a riot due to
ter and vandalCompany agreed to provide cabs for
Joe Reed
excess drinking.
ism is in their
a discount at local bars to drive home
"(Springfest)
best interests.
students who have had too much to
will
be closely
He also encourdrink.
scrutinized. The
aged students
The senate also sponsored an informational "Party Smart at community feels it could explode at to respect other people's property.
Springfest" open forum at 7:30 p.m. any minute," he said.
Reed also pointed out that, at the
In addition, he encouraged the
Monday in Somsen Auditorium.
Tony Bell, student senator, said the request of the city, uniformed Winona practice of safe sex. "Sexual activity
instructional meeting was full of police officers will act as security at triples during Springfest," he said.
common sense to "insure future Springfest this year and will have the "It's in your best interest to be careSpringfests." Bell hoped that 100 to power to card anyone they feel may ful."
be underage if they are seen drinkMarafiot told the studen ts that they
200 people would attend; 65 did.
ing.
should take it upon themselves to
"The low turnout seems to indicate
Reed also pointed out that keep their friends in line during the
a lackof concern among the students,"
Springfest would draw in a large festivities to insure that Springfest
he said.
He did, however, encourage those number of out-of-towners and other can continue to be a reality.
in attendance to pass on the message non-WSU students. According to
Reed, the Winona City police chief
"The responsibility rests on your
to friends.
Also speaking at the forum were thought many of last year's problems shoulders," she said.
Student Activities Director Joe Reed were caused by these out-of-towners.
During Springfest, all residence
and University Programming Ac- Reed encouraged students with
tivities Committee President Jodi friends coming in from out of town to hall doors except the main doors with
inform them of the Springfest rules. access to the offices will be locked
Marafiot.
Other
Minnesota State University from Thursday at 11 p.m. to Sunday
Reed pointed out that some of the
problems last year may be corrected schools are participating in the "Party at 6 a.m. to keep the Springfest crowd
Smart for Springiest" as well, accord- under control in the halls.
Winonan Staff

A friendly tip from:

wrecked.
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BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

If you're not sober or you're
not sure—let someone else
do the driving.

PART \ *SMART

Education Project
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
1-800-441-2337

By MONTY GILLES

said he heard that about three bu s loads from St. Cloud
State University will be coming down. Carswell doesn't
expect that many students from other schools besides
Students, perhaps bus loads of them, from other the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse and St. Mary's
colleges may be coming to help Winona State University College, two schools which usually have good particistudents celebrate Springiest.
pation at Springfest.
That's what Jon Kosidowski, administrative assisIf other schools do participate in Springfest,
tant to the vice president of student affairs, told the Kosidowski said it's important that they stay under
student senate last week. Kosidowski said he had heard control and know the regulations because "if anything
that students from St. Cloud State and other schools in goes a wry, this could be the last Springiest." He added
our system plan on coming to Springiest, WSU's annual that he doesn't anticipate any problems.
spring music festival. Due to many new regulations and
Carswell said student senate presidents at other
increased security this year, Kosidowski asked Steve State University System schools already know that
Carswell, senate president, to write to the other senates Springfest is "touchy" this year so they can tell the
and tell them of the regulations.
students at their school. At a presidents' meeting
"I'd heard rumors that other schools may be coming earlier in the year, Carswell told them the trouble WSU
down," Kosidowski said, "so I asked Steve if he would had in getting Springiest this year.
write other schools so they would know appropriate
behavior and that we have some new regulations."
If students do make the trip, it will be a unique
Carswell said the letter is a letter of caution explain- opportunity for students in the system to interact,
ing guidelines so Springfest will run smoothly.
Carswell said. "Interaction with other schools is rare,"
Neither Kosidowski nor Carswell know exactly how Carswell said. "Some students may not even be aware
many students will be coming.
of the other schools in our system, thisis an opportunity
Kosidowski said he expects only a few carloads, but for them to become aware."
Asst. News Editor

Parking

where the students come from. They
want equal opportunity to get parking space."
Dunbar said the price of the perContinued from page 1
mits is fair.
WSU's system is modeled after
Controversy with the proposal Mankato State University's. At
arose over the question of whether or Mankato the lots are approximately
not faculty should get a chance for $53, $32, $15 and $23 per quarter for
most of the A and B lots. The faculty residence halls, Dunbar said.
senate recommended having 85 perKosidowski said, "For students it's
cent of the A lot go to faculty and 65 just another fee in a long series of fees.
percent of the B lot. The rest of the A, It's a necessary evil."
B and other lots would be open for
Dunbar said, 'There will be lots of
students.
griping the first year. The second year
"I lean toward some type of guar- there won't be so much."
antee for the professors for obvious
The revenue generated by the perreasons," Kosidowski said. "They mits will be used for maintenance for
need to drive to other campuses and the lots, price of making the permits,
come back. They need a guaranteed payroll for employees, snow removal
spot."
and expansion projects, Dunbar said.
Dunbar said those spots are "more
"Once we have the dollars, we'll
desirable and most students will put blacktop on the lot south of
probably not be interested in $45 per Sheehan," he said.
quarter."
lithe proposal is passed, it'll mean
Dunbar said another problem with jobs for some students. There will be
offering the lot A parking to students a minimum of 10 students employed,
is that they may decide they don't Dunbar said. They'll need two stuwant to pay after their names are dents to walk each lot every hour to
picked. The whole process of check for violators, he said.
repicking is time consuming, he said.
Illegally parked cars will be tick"It costs time to redraw names eted. By the third unpaid parking
and it's easier just to not have the ticket the car will be towed or have an
problem," he said.
autoclamp put on it. An autoclamp is
The student senate, in its April 24 a devise that fastens on the tire of a
meeting, recommended having an car in such a way that the tire can't be
open lottery so students and faculty removed and the car can't be driven
would get an equal chance at parking with it on the car, Dunbar said. The
in all lots.
clamp would be removed once the
Kosidowski said, "I understand tickets are paid.

"The money from the tickets will
go to a parking fund," Dunbar said.
If a car is towed, it costs a student
approximately $60 to get it out, he
said. They also have the hassle of
finding someone to take them to the
place where the towing company
takes the cars.
If the car is autoclamped, the car
stays in the lot and the student can
pay the bill in Somsen Hall. The
money would go into the parking
fund, he said.
Both Dunbar and Kosidowski said
paying for parking may encourage
students not to bring cars to college.
Kosidowski said that in the fall
and spring parking on the streets
won't be too much of a problem, but
in the winter "with alternate side
parking, it's going to be a tedious
situation."
Dunbar said, "The way the proposal is set up, anyone with a permit
can park overnight. The problem occurs when students buy a permit,
and their car stays put. Do you really
need a car if you don't move it in 2
weeks?"
Dunbar said once the president
approves the proposal, the spring
lottery can start quickly. Eighty-five
percent of the permits will be given
out this spring, and the last 15 percent
will be given out in the fall.
The proposal addresses other
problems that need to be dealt with
once a parking director is hired.
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If you are over 19 and no longer a full-time
student, you could be on your own when it comes to
health coverage. And that could be risky without a
comprehensive, temporary plan to protect you from
the time you graduate until you're eligible for group
coverage with your first job.
That's why we designed INSTA-CARE.
This unique Blue Cross and Blue Shield plan
provides up to $1 million of major medical coverage
for 60, 90 or 120 days. And best of all, INSTA-CARE is
affordable ...as little as $25.31 per month* and
coverage can begin within 24 hours in most cases.

It's a good way to cover the gap between graduation
day and pay day. And INSTA-CARE is backed by the
company you can trust for strength and stability ...
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota.
Find out more about INSTA-CARE and other
individual plans, AWARE CARE and AWARE Gold, by
contacting your local Blue Cross and Blue Shield
agent. Or call us at (612) 456-5050 or 1800
382-2000, Ext. 5050, or mail the coupon below.
*60-day coverage. $500 deductible plan for a male under age 30. Alcohol
and chemical dependency coverage not included.

Yes, I'm interested in more information about:
0 AWARE Gold Individual❑ AWARE CARE-Up to
❑ INSTA-CARE- Low

n summertime, the day dawns on more than the campus at
Bemidji State University. The sun also rises on more than 300
courses and workshops in more than 50 academic areas.
And while you brighten yourfuture with academic
pursuits,you can also brightenyour afternoons andevenings
in natures classroom. BSU is located on the shores ofLake
Bern* in Minnesota's north country You can swim, ski, fish
andsallthewaters. Walk in thewoods. Listen to loon calls in the
long light ofa northern evening Whetheryour classroom is
indoors or out, your education will be o fthe highest quality.

SUMMERSESSIONS1991
1st Session June 10-July 12 ♦ 2nd Session jury 15-August 16
Summerschedulesandregistrationmaterialswillbeavailable
in Februag 1991 Students may pre-register by mail February
1-April 19.

-

cost temporary coverage.

Name
Address
City
Phone (

$1 million worth of long-term
major medical coverage; your
choice of seven deductibles
from $150 to $2000.
Age
State

Zip

Long-term comprehensive
coverage including preventive
care from over 10,000 physicians
and specialists statewide.

Director of Summer Sessions
Deputy Hall Box 27
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
cl,nne,ola

1500 Birchmont Drive NE
Bemidji, MN 56601-2699

Mail To: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota
Telemarketing Dept. W915
P.O. Box 64560
St. Paul, MN 55164

TheRrst. TheFuture.
A member of theMinnesota State Univers4y System, Bemidji State University is an equal opportunity educator and employer 91-306
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EDITORIAL
Elections tainted by prank
Ha Ha Hee Hee
Some really funny prankster decided to play a
hilarious joke and submitted a fake name, Michael
Hunt, for a junior student senator position in this
week's election.
How sad this situation is.
It's unfortunate that the joke wasn't caught in the
process of checking eligibility, but it's more unfortunate
that someone thinks it's funny to tamper with the
process of electing our student political leaders.
The student senate election is important. The senate
president and vice president have power for the students and have direct contact with the administration.
The treasurer handles thousands of dollars of our
money. The senators serve on various committees that
affect all students in direct ways.
It's important for students take the election seriously.
When they do, they shouldn't have to worry about
false names or any other problem with the election.
This year's election was more important than those
in recent years. This university and our system is and
will be going through some rough times. Mergers,

increased tuition, budget cuts, the five-day week and a
new parking procedure are just some of the major
issues that students will have to deal with. During this
time strong student representation is a must. The joke
on the ballot showed no concern for any of these issues,
for the senate or for the students in general.
The senate should share the blame for the fake name
being on the ballot. The name wasn't checked with the
registrar's office like it should have been. It was a
mistake. Luckily the election wasn't invalid because of
the false candidate. With something as important as a
student senate election, the names should have been
checked and double-checked. Proper identification
should be required for everyone filling out an application. This isn't the case now and such a policy would
have prevented this problem.
The election official shouldn't have to worry about
jokes and fake names so double-checking and identification ideally should n'tbe needed. But ideally, dumb,
immature jokes shouldn't surface in an important
election.

Letters to the Editor
lawn after Springfest. I AM a stranger
who is trying to make a home for
myself in your town. I respect you
and this town and ask that you not
judge every college student the same.
Please hold back your lectures, for
the "kids" who really need to hear
them won't ever listen.
Thank you.

Community
needs to have
more respect
for students
Dear Editor,

"I've never been to Springfest before, but I think that not parking down
there is a good idea."

Guro Elise Husby
Junior exchange student from
Norway

"No, not at all. The new regulations are the same as last year. They
are just being enforced this year."

"No, I'm too young to drink so
that (no glass bottles) won't affect
me."

Charlie Zane
Director of Student Union

Susan Paulson
Freshman paralegal

"No, I don't think it will change
my behavior because I am of age. I
also think the changes this year will
make things more organized."

"No, like many things Springfest
has a tradition and it resists change.
The people attending might change,
but the tradition lives on."

Chad Maloy
Senior business administration
major

Jason Blattner
Senior business administration
major

In response to Pete Krall's article
a couple of issues back, I do have
something to gripe and complain
about and this is respect.
On March 26, some friends and I
were taking a late night walk to a
local eating establishment. (The date
doesn't matter, because this same
incident happened once before—a
couple of years ago.) We were not
talking loudly. As we walked, howwe were stopped by a citizen of
Winona who lectured us for at least
five minutes. The lecture contained
comments ranging from "you college
kids are all the same" to more
unflattering things said about my
parents.
I have lived here for three years.
In that time I have grown to love the
beauty of the bluffs, grown to admire
the unity that present when this town
faces hardship and tragedy, and also
respect the working people of this
town. I've attended many city council meetings, Steamboat Days, the
Made in Winona Expo, and numerous church services. I also work in
the community. I've talked to people
in the city bus, at the train depot and
on several street corners and it
troubles me that some people still
consider me and others like me, the
same as "every other college kid."
To these people I say this: I am a
quiet, respecting student of life who
happens to attend a college in your
community. I am not here for just a
piece of paper. I am here to expand
my knowledge of life, not only in the
classroom but on the streets of your
very town. I am not your neighbor
who keeps you up late at night by
partying and playing loud music. I
am not the person who ruined your

Tina-Marie Strelau
Junior mass communication
major

Winortan teaser
inappropriate
Dear Editor,
I have stood silent for three years
watching a paper I once was proud to
work on, degenerate from an awardwinning student publication to a
depressing jumble of ego-shining
"columns," inaccuracies and blatant
stupidities, but after the April 18
edition I am unable to contain my
silence any longer.
Whoever had the "cute" idea to
place that photo-page teaser on the
front page should take this opportunity to apologize and quit the paper
immediately. I am referring to the
"Heep big Pow Wow...." Racial slurs
are not funny. Racial stereotypes are
not funny. They hurt the people
slurred and stereotyped, and the
communityat large. There is no place
for them or the people that propagate
such trash. It is certainly disheartening to see it taking place on a
campus newspaper.
It is unfortunate that the generation now attending the university
would find such trash funny or "cute"
after so many of their parents worked
so hard to see such things go the way
of the Dodo.
The most incredible thing about
this incident was the timing. I picked
up the Winonan to read during my
lunch while a Native American was
speaking to a group of students as

part of the Cultural Awareness program being given on campus.
Is this the best WSU can offer?
That a speaker from another culture
can come here only to find the student
body newspaper is helping to reinforce racial stereotypes? Perhaps it
underlines the incredible lack of
sensitivity existing in the dominant
culture and calls for more speakers
than ever, including students that
are offended to speak out against
such trash. My hope is that this will
include the editor of the Winonan. If
not, then I only hope she has the
decency to call it quits before she
further embarrasses herself and the
university.

Stephen Hermann
AV/Photo Services
Winona State University
Editor's note: The Winonan apologizes to
the students, faculty and public for the teaser
which was run in the April 18 issue of the
Winonan.

'Groove'
columnist
inaccurate
Dear Editor,
I'm writing in regards to the column of "Into the Groove" in the April
18 issue of the Winonan.
There are quite a few errors that I
would like to correct. To begin, there
were three bands that performed at
Springfest last year, not four. Also,
U-PAC didn't make a profit at the
BoDeans concert this past year. The
reason for that is clearly not mismanagement of funds. WSU students
only had to pay $3 per ticket to attend
the concert. Sure, if we charged $10
per student we could have made quite
a profit, but why? The students already paid once for the concert
through student activity fees, so we
lowered the price to the concert to the

See Letters, page 13

The Winonan, Winona State Universitys student newspaper is written, edited, managed, financed and composed hy
=afar the students of WinonaState 'University, with the %known Publications Board serving as publishers.
The Winonan general es 60 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 40 percent is prat/Lied by

student activity fees es a subscription rate.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to it for publication.
Deadline for all copy is Friday at noon prior to the date of publication.
Subscriptions are
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Winonan, 'Wtnona State University, Kryrsko Commons, `Winona, MN 55987. Phone is (507)457.5119.
The '1,Virsonan is a member of and rated by, the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating c f All. American.
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American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional journalists.
'Irte Winonan is not published during the summer or edam periods.
Contents of the Winonan are © copyrighted and May not be reproduced without permission.

"I don't think so. I think people
will put things in plastic containers.
It will keep things a little more under
control."

"More garbage cans are a good
idea and you will be able to hear
bands more clearly with less cars
down there."

"No, it won't affect my behavior.
I didn't notice a problem last year,
but the changes should help the
situation."

Jennifer Moore
Sophomore undecided

Faria Nahid
Junior accounting major

Bob Mazursky
Senior business administration
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Some of us can see it better than others. We all know
it's there, but some of us are blinded by it and some of
us can see a faint, ghostly shadow in the distance. What
is it? The light at the end of the tunnel.
I realized just how close I am getting to that light
when I picked up my pre-reg stuff last week before I
registered. It's funny how we kind of "float" through
school, quarter in and quarter out and never really
know exactly how many credits we have! All I knew
was that one of these quarters I should be getting close
to registering on the first day and getting all of my
classes. Well, I registered on the first day, but I STILL
didn't get all of my classes...which makes me
wonder...how many credits DO you have to have in
order to strut into pre-registration, totally confident
that you'll get all your classes? Somewhere around 185
or so, I imagine.
Now I can finally start answering that ever-popular
question...WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO GRADUATE?
Time and time again the answer was "I dunno," but
now a I can finally say, definitely by the end of next
year—meaning, the end of Spring quarter of the 19911992 school year. (We must be specific or our parents
will flip out and yell, "What does this mean? You
won't be done until a year from CHRISTMAS?" We
must clarify.) And, if I pleasantly surprise myself and
manage to cram everything in by the end of next
winter quarter, more power to me! But I've learned to
never, EVER, give the family a deadline of when you
think you may be able to graduate...always give yourself that extra quarter for protection. You're better off
doing that than trying to kill yourself by graduating at
a certain time, and then you still don't make it, and
everything's a big ol' mess.
Remember when you used to look at people who
were going to graduate soon and you'd think...what
does it FEEL like? Were they scared? Were they happy?
All we really knew for sure was that they were ready
to get the heck out of Dodge, and on to somewhere
bigger and better to get a job. Now some of us are
getting to that point, and people are asking us these

Student-run organizations should be student-run.
That may seem repetitive, redundant, obvious and
completely unquestionable. Let us take a look at the
newspaper. Students work on a regular basis to provide you, the reader, with various tidbits of information. Some of it is factual; some of it is not. However,
with all but a few exceptions, the students are responsible for what gets printed. There is a faculty
advisor who will offer feedback when necessary, but
only on an advisory level, which is more than sufficient.
Ideally, it is a student-run organization that sustains
itself by the workings and the decisions of the students. And, ideally, this presents students with some basic
hands-on experience that can
be very beneficial when they
move on in their respective
fields. Ideally.
Really though, a case comes
to mind concerning just how
much freedom students have
in a student-run organization.
One such organization which
could be questioned is KQALFM. In case some of you don't
know what KQAL is, I shall
inform you. It is supposedly
the student-run radio station
that operates here at WSU.
However, whether KQAL is
actually run by the students or
by its faculty advisor is what I question. I myself
worked there for just over one year's time, so I must
regard my subjective opinions on this issue. I am not
going to go around pointing fingers here or naming
names, but rather I seek to make you, the readers,
aware of some of my experiences in this organization.
My point is this: simply because a student-run organization promotes itself as student-run does not mean
that the organization is just that. If KQAL was completely student-run, I would probably still be working
there now. Maybe. So, what happened?
I don't know if there is one, clear, objective answer
to that question....I wish there was. Apparently, there
was some kind of ambiguityconcerning my duties and
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JILL FARRAND
questions...my answer is always, TALK TO ME AFTER GRADUATION. I can hardly worry about what
comes after college until I'm sure I graduate, now can
I? So it took me five years—so what?
Looking back, we all must wonder at one
point...could we have done it in four? It seemed so
feasible back when we were freshmen...WHAT
HAPPENED? Sixteen credits a quarter for twelve
quarters...'piece of cake', we thought. Somewhere along
the way, I think, we realized that it was a lot harder
fitting the pieces together than we thought. It's like a
battle between your everyday life and school...they're
both constantly fighting for you attention. Sometimes
you sit and debate with yourself and think, SCHOOL
OR FUN? SCHOOL OR EXERCISING? SCHOOL OR
WORK? SCHOOL OR A TRIP TO THE CITIES FOR
THE WEEKEND? It's a toss up, and sometimes your
Economics homework wins out, and other times
anything or everything else wins, leaving your
schoolwork to suffer...HENCE, making you drop a
class or two along the way. Which is why it takes
longer than four years to graduate! There! An easy
explanation to a complicated question.
But try saying this to the folks and for some reason
they just don't buy it...
THOUGHT FORTHE WEEK: (Compliments of the
'Great Hunan' fortune cookie service) JOYS ARE OFTEN THE SHADOWS CAST BY SORROWS.

tasks as Music Director as well as the time I was
required to spend performing these tasks. I was getting compensated for a certain number of work hours
a week, of which I was up at the station for those
required hours. Despite the ambiguity in the various
jobs students held, we all managed to get along pretty
well.Fine. One thing led to another and soon enough I
had a faculty advisor pointing a finger in my face
yelling at me what and what not to do. To make the
long story short, I was terminated. To this day,the
reasons are still somewhat unclear. Fine, so we all
know that bad things do happen...But again, I only
wish to strive for awareness here.
I am not attempting to appeal to
your emotions/sympathy. For the
record's sake, I was openly welcomed back to the station when
the tides of turbulence calmed

Springfest, alien cult festival, drinking calamity,
accident waiting to happen or the only party activity
that is "allowed" by the U of Winona? Whatever you
might think that this weekend's activity is to be called,
there is going to be a bash.
I am looking forward to the event with a sad kind
of optimism. I don't look forward to the huge football
beast types with receding hairlines and IQs getting
drunk and playing "I can beat up everybody and trash
this place." Are these Neanderthal types part of our
society? Why does this group feel no adherence
to the general population?
This brings up another point. Isn't this
thing going to get out of hand now that there
are bus loads, (double-take), yes, bus loads
of students coming from the U of M and St.
Cloud? St. Cloud had riots at
homecoming...Hmmm.
Seriously the point I want to make
about Springfest is the gross commercialization that has occurred in our
midst. First, there was the real
Springfest T-shirt then came the
Springfest T-shirt and then another and then the Naked
Twister team. After this it got
out of hand. Beer coolers, mugs
and even a Springfest survival kit
raffle by the Dungeons and Dragons club
(they meet in that smoky box called the MTV
lounge which now can be renamed the dungeon
thanks to the creatures that lurk in there). Next came
the most abominable thing of all, a Calvin and Hobbes
pirate T-shirt. This trash was copied by a sorority and
I don't want to generalize, but they must be a bunch of
ditzes. Who else could take a nationally renowned
cartoonist and degrade his characters by making them
do a beer bong. If you girls would have studied long
enough to realize the words "copyright infringement"
instead of drinking beer from motor oil funnels, you
would have avoided the possible law suit from the
syndicating company which holds the copyright to
Calvin and Hobbes (they have received a number of
phone calls!)
I am sick of the gross commercialization. Next we
are going to see velvet paintings and Springfest shampoo, hey, it happened to Elvis. Another thing that
happened to Elvis when he got too big was his eminent death. Sure the fist full of sleeping pills that he
took could have been the cause, but the real reason

was he was just too big.
Like Elvis, Springfest is in danger of becoming too
big. I don't want to call our school's president boring,
but if something happens at this fest beyond mild
scrapes or some pushing, the plug on the big drain is
going to get the yank. Down into the sewer will go the
idea of having anything with alcohol that has the
University's name on it besides the dinner drinks that
we buy the Krueger s with the $90,000 salary we pay
him.
Springfest too big? Springfest crowd too ignorant?
I think the second question is more pressing. Maybe
instead of the huge parking lot full of trash we
left last year, some people could pick up
their six packs and get them to
the dumpster.
The greatest thing I
have heard about the fest
is that the Geology club
has set up a booth where
they will pay for your cans!
What, recycling at Springfest?
Maybe, but I think that our
immature moronic crowd from
the fest is too shallow to consider
all of the people that have to pay
for their ignorance. All of the people
that have to pick up after your lazy,
dirty, stupid acts.
Nor should we forget the organizers of this event. So what if we only get
one event where we can have alcohol. They do give us
that one event and unfortunately one guy will take
the fall for all the stupid actions that occur on Saturday.
That one person is Joe Reed, Student activities
director. Hey, you morons, let's be humans on Saturday. This guy is a great dude and unfortunately he
put his butt on the line in front of the city council so
that they would allow Springfest to happen. He has
been worrying that you people will wreck his job and
Lake Park and the city's opinion of Winona State
University.
If we don't act grown up enough, there will be no
more Springiest. If garbage is left or there are people
going crazy in the streets, there will be no more
Springfest. We can't blame everything on President
Krueger, he isn't going to be wrecking property and
bothering people in the town on Saturday.
Let's have fun and party smart on Saturday.

somewhat. I refused simply because I felt that the gravity of the

situation could not be simply
washed away with a "friendly"
handshake and a slap upon my
back. This all transpired just about
nine months ago, and if indeed
the station is more student-run
now, I congratulate it. However,
if it is not, as it were, then I only
wish to stress again how misrepresentative a student-run organization may be. And perhaps, a
more important question to ask is, "Why isn't the
organization student-run, really?" Perhaps the future
will show us this. And that future may not be too far
away...
But, alas, in the complete absence of faculty
advisorship, other problems could also occur. So, in
reality, I would like to see continued faculty matrixing
with the student body in a more cooperative, synergetic
fashion. In other words, neither side should just dictate what should be done; both sides, the student
workers and the advisors, can work together in order
to arrive at a certain harmony.
A balance of power could be called for...and in that
way, the number of wars may at least be reduced.

FORUM

Mark and Bob didn't think the combination
of their couch and Old Mil would be lethal,
but they had no idea...
(so it came to be that SpringFest was only a memory)
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March of Dimes

WalkAmerica comes to Winona
The Winona WalkAmerica begins with registration at the
"Team Walk for Healthier Babies" is the theme for the 1991
Lions Shelter in Lake Park at 8 a.m. Walking begins at 9 a.m.
March of Dimes WalkArnerica. TheWinona campaign kicked off
Pre-registration forms and pledge sheets should be picked up
in early April and teams (Students and clubs are encouraged to
from Kmart or from KAGE radio. Both are local corporate sponform a team ) or individuals are eligible to participate in the May
sors of the Winona
11 event.
WalkAmerica.
The WalkAmerica is a
National sponsor for this
fund raising activity for the
WalkAmerica general information
event is Chrysler Corp. and
March of Dimes Birth Dethe national honorary
fects Foundation of South• Despite many medical advances 40,000 infants die in
chairman is Lee Iacoca.
ern Minnesota with cities
America each year. This gives the United States a world
Heading up the Winona
throughout the country parranking of 22nd—behind many industrialized as well as
campaign is Jeanne Handke
ticipating. Area businesses,
underdeveloped countries!
who is assisted by Gail
organizations, clubs and in-The WalkAmerica is the biggest fund raising event for
Delaney. Both are employdividuals may register imthe March of Dimes.
ees of Kmart and are planmediately begin to secure
• Because of fund raising efforts, the March of Dimes
ning several "challenges" to
pledges from people willing
work has led to advances in diagnosing and treating birth
other teams for matching
to sponsor their walking disdefects, creation of genetic counseling center, regional
funds for this event.
ta nce with a per-mile or perintensive care systems for pregnant women and newborns
The goal of the Winona
kilometer donation.
at risk, and other programs to help assure healthy births.
WalkAmerica is to raise
The Walk consists of two
This
campaign
for
healthier
babies
has
reduced
infant
•
$5,000 according to Handke.
trips around both lakes in
death to 7 percent per 1000.
"I know we can beat last
Winona for a total of 20 kiloyear's total of $2583. I see
meters (12 miles). There will
people walking around the
be several "checkpoints"
lakes all the time. All they need to do is register and get pledges,"
throughout the route for water and refreshments.
she said.
Businesses or organizations may sponsor teams or checkFor more information, contact Jeanne Handke at Kmart, 454points and may encourage members or employees with addi7030. Information for campus teams at WSU or St. Mary's College
tional incentives. The WalkAmerica program offers participants
can be reached at 457-5232.
a wide variety of premium prizes for amounts of money raised.
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WSU student wins Wall
Street Journal award
By DENISE BZOSKIE
Editor-in-Chief

A high grade-point average, an
abundant participation in classroom
discussion and participation in national contests can help a student toward graduation, but for one Winona
State University student the combination has earned him a national
honor as well.
Randal Acker, 26, senior accounting major, has been named recipient
of the 1991 Wall Street Journal Student
Achievement Award at WSU.
The award, which is based on
academic skills, is awarded to one
nominee from each school participating. At WSU, 39 students were
nominated by the faculty of the accounting, economics/finance and
management/marketing departments from a field of 173. Each
nominee was a senior from the College of Business who had a gradepoint average of 3.0 or above. Bal-

"It's an honorto have yourteachers think highly
of you and that you are not just a number."

BE AN INTERN
(OR JUST LOOK LIKE ONE)

Randal Acker

loting reduced the 39 to a field of
seven and then to the winner.
Acker, who lives in Pine Island,
Minn. and attends the Rochester
Center, said "It's an honor to have
your teachers think highly of you and
that you are not just a number."
His participation in the National
Accounting Association Case contest,
his enthusiasm and discussion in the
classroom and his grade-point average were among the reasons Acker
felt he received the honor. He added
that he was nominated by a number
of professors and not just one.
The award has been given annually since 1948 by the Educational

Service Bureau of Dow Jones and
Company. Winners from across the
country have been listed in a fullpage, institutional advertisement in
the Wall Street Journal. Each winner
receives a year's subscription to the
national business daily, a Lucite paperweight containing an embedded,
name-bearing medallion and an engraved nameplate affixed to a permanent plaque. The plaque will be
displayed in the wall case on third
floor of Somsen Hall.
Runner-up for 1991 was Gail
Forstie, followed by Carrie Kiechler,
Kelly Lundy, Jennifer Hansen, James
Julian and Mark Prondzinski.

DO YOU POSSESS STRONG
WRITTEN AND ORAL
COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND
A WILLINGNESS TO TRAVEL?
Admissions Office is looking for a good
person to help recruit freshmen for 1992.
Qualified person will earn 12-16 credits
for fall quarter.

It's your opportunity to represent WSU and
develop excellent practical experiences!

For more information and
details, please contact Dr. Mootz
for an appointment by May 10th.

Phone 457-5107
Randal Acker

Carol Dose/Photo Editor

Winonan • Kryzsko Commons • Winona State University • Winona, MN 55987
(507) 457-5119

Name Address:
Current phone Cumm. GPA -

Major -

List appropriate Mass. Comm. classes completed:

List any journalism experience:

Applications are now
being accepted in The
Winonan office for all
positions for the
1991-92 school year. Fill
out the application
and bring it to the
Winonan office in
Kryzsko Commons.

List any jobs and/or activities that may present a time conflict:

Where can you be reached this summer:
Address:
Phone List two references including phone numbers (from WSU If possible):

Circle position (s) you are interested in:

News Editor

Assistant Photography Editor

Copy Editor

Assistant News Editor

Graphics Editor

News Reporter

Variety Editor

Cartoonist

Variety Reporter

Assistant Variety Edtor

Columnist

Sports Reporter

Sports Editor

Secretary

Photographer

Assistant Sports Editor

Ad Representative

Photography Edtor

Advertising Manager

Other
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SOBER C !

absolutely free for Springfest Saturday after 2:00 PM
Before the signs aren't clear, let someone else drive.

•

452-3331

Yellow Cab Co.
11110111

1r

Winona State
University

nonan

Student Senate

All of the students in our organizations wish you and your guests a safe and memorable Springfest.

May 4
Springfest '91
Noon to 4:30 p.m.
Lake Park

ShadowDancer
will be opening for
London USA

•Park on Campus
•Walk to the Bandshell
•Bring cans and/or plastics
•Respect the surrounding community
•Use the provided facilities wisely
•Help by picking up after yourself
•Have fun by partying smart!!

21303V11

SY' 9 21 0

•Drive to the lake
•Drink and Drive
•Bring glass containers
•Plan on bringing and leaving
your old furniture
•Be disrespectful
•Blow it for next year!!

From the members of U-PAC

•

Aar THE 13001CSICIRE
Going Home
Spring Specials
Sale dates: May 1st
thru May 25th
CLOTHING
LAMPS
RECORDS & TAPES
TOWELS
CALCULATORS
WATCHES & CLOCKS
BILLFOLDS
RADIOS
BOOK BAGS
TAPE RECORDERS
PILLOW PETS & PUPPETS
ALL POSTERS
COLLEGE MUGS
POP
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
KODAK FILM
BATTERIES
DRESS SWEATERS
WSU CHAIRS
WSU INDOOR &
OUTDOOR THERMOMETERS

20% OFF
25°/ OFF
20°/ OFF
20° OFF
20'3/ OFF
20°/ OFF
50°/ OFF
20° OFF
30°/ OFF
20° OFF
10°/ OFF
50° OFF
10°/ OFF
10° OFF
20°/ OFF
10°/ OFF
20°/ OFF
20° OFF
20°/ OFF
40°/ OFF

SEE SPECIAL CLOTHING DISPLAY
FOR i/2 PRICE MERCHANDISE!!!
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VARIETY
Blackhorse
offers new
alternative
Comedy Club full of laughs
By PAM JOHNSON
Asst. Variety Editor

If you're looking for something different to do on a Wednesday evening,
why not try the Comedy Club at the Blackhorse? The live comedy attraction
in Winona offers an alternative to hanging out at the bars.
Each Wednesday evening at 8 p.m., the Comedy Club live comedy
brings to the community.
"It's national talent," Bill Kozlowski , the owner, said. "The comedians
come from all over."
Last week's performance featured three comedians of Midwest Cornedy Express.
Bob Adanski of Wisconsin started the evening's performances. Adanski
has been performing for about six years. This was his sixth performance
at the Blackhorse.
Adanski appeared at this year's Winona State University's Mr. WSU
contest.
Adanski said, "It's always a tough crowd. It takes one good show. As
soon as you have one good show you can almost go anywhere you want."
Jonnie Edwards of Chicago was the next comedian to perform.
She has worked with Louie Anderson and done some work with the
Fox network hit, Married With Children.
Edwards said she focuses her routine acts on male and female relationships.
Edwards was pleased with the audience.
'The crowd was very warm and friendly. They were with you," she said.
Another comedian from Chicago, Mark Fenske, based his act on voice
and character impressions. Fenske has appeared on Happy Days, Mork &
Mindy and Buffalo Bill.
He was featured at the Club last November.
Besides comedy, the Blackhorse offers other entertainment as well. "I do
a little bit for everybody. I try to keep people happy," Kozlowski said. "It's
not just a comedy club. It's entertainment for all ages."
Following the comedians, three members from the audience participated
in a "joke-off' contest. Winners competed for the final contest on May 1.
The audience was delighted with the April 24 performances.
"It was really good. It'sa break from other things in town," Diane Haris,
resident said.
Another local resident, Tom Reisdorf, said, "It wasn't too bad. You
don't have to do anything, but sit back and laugh."
Wayne Jessin, leasee manager at the Blackhorse, said, "It's something
that more of Winona should know about. The comedians are professionals
not amateurs."
Mike Steber of Goodview, summed up the evening, "It's nice to have
that type of comedy club atmosphere available at Winona. Who knows?
We may be seeing some stars of the future."
Kozlowski said, "It's not like getting a John Candy. You're getting the
next step down."
Although Kozlowski is optimistic about the Club, he said he would like
to see more students attend. According to Kozlowski, mostly local residents
attend the event.
The Comedy Club started over a year ago. But because of low attendance,
Kozlowski said the attraction was temporarily shut down.
Kozlowski plans on continuing to run the event every Wednesday
through May 29.
The Club would be tentatively scheduled once a month during the
summer. In October, the show would resume back to every Wednesday.
"The only way it (Comedy Club) will last is if they get support," Jessin
said.
"I want to stay with it (the Comedy Club). What can you do on a
Wednesday besides going to a movie or go bowling," he said.
On Friday, May 3, the Blackhorse will be featuring a Ujena swimwear
fashion show. A local band from Winona, "Nothing Fancy", will also be
appearing.
A country rock band, 'Tennessee", will perform May 24 and May 25.
Persons must be 21 to enter events. The Blackhorse suggests making
reservations. For more information, call 454-3899. Cost is $4 for most
events.

SECTION

Director of one-acts discusses play
'Sexual Perversity in Chicago' spurs controversy Evans expected
Recently there has been a lot of controversy surrounding the one-act, "Sexual Perversity in Chicago," the play that was recently performed at Winona
State University. The controversy spurred an interst
in Natalie Kanne,a Winonan staff writer, to hear
more about it from Bob Evans, the student who directed the play. The following interview is taken
verbatim from a taped interview.
Natalie Kanne: Bob, thinking back to the play
you directed for the one acts, h aw do you feel
about the choices you made rc garding the play?
Bob Evans: If I had it to do over again I would
have chosen the same play. Any project you
undertake you tend to look back on and think
about what could have been better. Overall I am
pleased with the results.
Kanne: How do you feel about all the controversy the play created?
Evans: I had a feeling it would create some,
but I think the people that had objections to it
disapproved of the language used and the
attitudes depicted in the play. My purpose was
to show that these attitudes and feelings that
these characters have are still around and somewhat accepted in society and continue to affect
people in negative ways.

"... My purpose was to show that these attitudes and feelings that these
characters have are still around and somewhat accepted in society and
continue to affect people in negative ways."

Bob Evans
Kanne: Anything else to add Bob?
Evans: I hope that people who saw the show
can learn from it. I am hoping that they recognize
that the behavior exhibited in the play is wrong.
I think people were expecting to see About Last
Night on stage. The movie characters were rewritten in order for it to become a commercially
successful film. Only about four or five scenes in
the whole play were done in the movie. The
rewrite made the play out to be more of a love
story instead of what the playwright was getting
at.
Kanne: How did you feel about the performances?

Evans: I watched all three performances and
people seemed to be having a good time laughing
and such. My colleagues made observations
of the audience's reaction. Some of the questions
we asked were: What were they laughing at? Are
they laughing at the characters and what they are
saying, or are they laughing because they think
it's acceptable behavior and can identify with it?
It really offended me when some audience
members cheered on the chauvenistic character
Bernie rather than ridiculing him. I hope that this
play raises an awareness that there are still people
that treat each other badly. We have to learn how
to treat each other better.

Do you wanna dance?

Tamberlain Jacobs/Winonan staff
Couples at the alumni reunion take advantage of the opportunity to dance after the long annual awards banquet.

Students for Choice party a
success; 250+ in attendance
By JENNIFER PETTIT
Variety Editor
Students for Choice asked students
to make a choice about how they spent
last Saturday afternoon.
The group, made up of Winona State
University students, decided it was time
for them to get the word out that they do
more than just lobby legislatures about
pro-choice legislation they also like to
have fun. With the help of the band the
Eleven they set out on an afternoon full
of music and fun for anyone who chose
to attend the event.
Lisa Mallon, a junior social work
major, was worried when she woke up
Saturday morning and saw a cloudy
sky. She said that the group had a lot of
problems getting a place for the band to
play and since the bandshell was the last
resort and there was no shelter she was
hoping it would clear up.
"After all the work we (Students for
Choice) put into planning the event, and
how much work the band was willing to
put in for free, I would have felt pretty
bad if it would have gotten rained out,"
she said.
The weather started clearing about
11 a.m. and people started gathering at
the bandshell at about 1 p.m.
Members of the group were surprised
at the number of people who were there
before the band started playing.
"I thought that once the band started
to play we might attract some more
people but we had a good turnout before
they even started," Mallon said. However, she said that once the band played
a lot more people came.
The idea for a party was started
when members of Students for Choice
Deb Benedett/Winonan Staff

Tamberlain Jacobs/Winonan staff
Lisa Mallon and Dianne Reeger dance to the music of The Eleven' at the Students for Choice party.

See Choice, page 13

Ryan Rogers and Steve Dupuis, members of "The Eleven," perform at the bandshell as a part of the Students for Choice party.
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Sleeping with the Enemy
too predictable, lacking
JOEL HESS
Movie Reviewer
In her first major starring role
Julia Roberts plays an abused wife
who fakes her death to escape her
husband in Sleeping With The En-

emy.
Sleeping With The Enemy is a
thriller about a young, beautiful
woman who marries the man of
her dreams, but after their honeymoon he changes into an obsessed
and abusive man. After a threeyear marriage that turns out to be
a nightmare, she decides to risk
everything and leave him.
Laura Burney (Roberts) is the
abused wife who finally after three
trecherous years of marriage decides that enough is enough. She
has been planning her escape for
some time; she moves her mother
from a nursing home telling her
husband that she has died. She
has a terrible fear of water, and
cannot swim; her husband knows
this and would not suspect it. So
she enrolls in swimming classes at
the local YWCA. She does both of
these acts without the consent of
her husband, and he suspects
nothing.
Martin Burney (Patrick Bergin)
plays a prosperous investment
banker who turns out to be the

abusive and obsessed husband. It's a
shame that we don't get to see more
of him or learn more about his character. He insists that all the towels in
the bathroom be the same length
when hung, and that all of the cans in
the cupboard be facing the front in
neat alignment.
On a night sailing trip, Laura decides that it's time for her for plan to
be implemented, and it is only helped
that the starry clear night suddenly
becomes a stormy night at sea. After
the yacht is tossed around by the
water, and a man falls off while trying to fix a sail, Laura supposedly
drowns.
She swims back to shore and
reaches their beachhouse, she takes
off her wedding ring, and flushes it
down the toilet, which later proves
to be part of her downfall. Laura is
now on her way to the bus station,
and she arrives safely in Iowa. She
believes that she has escaped him,
and hopes that she has left her old
ghosts behind.
In Iowa she meets Ben Woodward
(Kevin Anderson) He teaches drama
at the local college, and he and Laura
become involved. Laura is reluctant
to start seeing a new man right after
she escaped from one. Meanwhile,
Martin receives a phone call from the
YWCA saying how sorry they were
to learn of Laura's death, and now
Martin raises doubts that Laura is
dead. He goes to the beachhouse to
find records and discovers Laura's

wedding ring in the toilet. He is
now wrapped up in finding Laura.
He goes to the old nursing home
where Laura's mother supposedly
was kept before she died, and finds
out that she was transferred. He
now knows that she is near and
must find her. He pays off hospital
employees at the home Laura's
mother is kept, and through them
he learns of Laura's whereabouts.
Martin discovers that. Laura is
alive at a local carnival. This
whole sequence of him finding
Laura and her with another man
shows up his obsession with Laura.
We can see by the look in his eyes.
His determination has paid off,
Laura is alive, and now they can
resume their life together.
The climax of the movie takes
place at Laura's home. It begins
with the towels being hung straight,
and the items in the cupboard arranged the way that Martin likes.
Enemy was directed by Joseph
Ruben, he also gave us The Stepfather and True Believer. Enemy is the
first major role for Roberts, and
aside from the fact that there was a
scene stolen from Pretty Woman she
does an exceptional job as the battered wife. What was missing from
the movie was Martin and his obsession with Laura, his presence
made the movie more tense. Other
than that Enemy was lacking and
just a conventional, predictible
thriller. **
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oove

by Steve Danuser

Thus far, 1991 has proven to be a pretty good year for
music. New releases by such big names as Sting and
R.E.M. have proven well worth the wait since their last
albums. Upcoming products from Elvis Costello, Wire,
the Violent Femmes and (in the distance) U2 make for a
bright looking future.
It's easy, though, to get caught up in all the big names
and walk right past the newer talent that deserves just as
much attention. After all, everybody has to start somewhere. And in this column, I'm going to forgo my
soapbox and turn the spotlight over to some newer
names.
One release that has found itself in my disc player
quite a lot lately is the debut release from Chicago's own
Material Issue. Its title, "International Pop Overthrow," says
it all. This trio, lead by guitarist/singer/songwriter Jim
Ellison, knows how to construct a clever pop song as well
as anyone. They fall clearly into the mold of groups like
Crowded House, Jellyfish and even to a certain extent,
The Police (gasp!). You know I must really like these
guys.
Their first single, the infectious "Valerie Loves Me" has
been receiving quite a bit of airplay and you may have
seen them play at MTV's spring break fiasco this year.
The album abounds with energy, as does their live show,
Pnd the constant barrage of foot-tapping hooks immediately makes the listener start singing along.
Though only a young man, Ellison clearly has learned
his lessons on how to craft a good pop song. Nearly every
track is a standout, but my favorite tracks include "Diane"
"Chance of a lifetime"Very First Lie," and "This Far Before."
I really cannot say enough good things about this album.
If well-crafted pop with an alternative edge is your thing
then you should pick Material Issue up with all possible

haste. You will not regret it.
Another new name that has turned out to be a pleasant
surprise is the band Havana 3 a.m. This quartet, which
features ex-Clash bassist Paul Simonon debuts with a
strong set, reminiscent of Simonon's earlier work with the
boys from Brixton. The first single, "Reach the Rock," is
visible on MTV. The self-titled album is straight-ahead
rock from start to finish, with nary a tune wasted.
A Spanish-flamenco tint is evident on such outstanding cuts as "Death in the Afternoon" and "Hey Amigo," and
more traditional rock abounds in the disc's opener, "Joyride," (definitely not a cover of the Roxette song). But really, all the cuts are worth listening to.
This whole album paints pictures of dusty streets, dark
cantinas and lusty, Spanish women (sorry if that sounds
sexist, but it's the truth.)There's a certain grittiness to the
project that lends itself to be listened to in a Cadillac
convertible, blasting full out with the top down on a hot
Mexican night. If you are a Clash fan, then of course you'll
want to check this out. But even if your just looking for a
return to the guitar rock of the early 80s I highly recommend Havana 3 a.m.
Finally, another must-have is Native Son , a quirky collection of exceptional songs from the newcomers The
Judybats. Musically, they're something of a cross between
Camper Van Bethoven and the Squeeze (how's that for
dichotomy?), but the vocals of lead singer Jeff Heiskall
remind me of one of my personal musical icons, Stan
Ridgway. All in all , it's a winning mix.
The title track is among the catchiest, as is "Don't Drop

See Groove, page 13

Look what
a little extra credit
can get you
.aisommeimunismomm

J..

A new Toyotawith nothing down.
And no payments for days.
If you're a college graduate or about to be, we've got
some extra credit for you. It's the Toyota Class of '91 Financing
Program. And it could put you in a new Toyota with no money
down and no payments for 90 days. That means you could
soon be cruising in any one of our quality can and trucks.
Like the all-new affordable Tercel, starting at just $6588,
So hurry and see your Toyota dealer today for all the
derails And who knows, this extra credit could make you a
real roads scholar.
"I love what you do forme."

(:_e) TOYOTA

See your Toyota dealer
for a little extra credit.
'Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual dealer price may vary. Price excludes taxes, license, transportation, optional or regionally required equipment
I
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MILES FROM WINONA

61 North, Minnesota City
PLEASE BRING PROPER I.D.

BUSES LEAVING LAKE EVERY
HALF HOUR STARTING AT 3:45
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
AFTER 12:00 noon 452-4703 ASK
FOR DERRICK OR MATT

MAY 4TH

*THE ELEVEN
*ROAM'IN BUFFALO
*RUNAWAY TRAIN
*MYSTERY BAND
$8.00 GETS YOU IN.
BANDS, BUSES, BEERS
AND THE BEST TIME
OF YOUR WHOLE
ENTIRE LIFE, SO YOU
HAVE TO
GO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(BUT YOU CAN DO WHAT EVER YOU WANT TO)
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What's Goin' On
Eating Disorders Group meeting

English/math placement tests

Summer is just around the corner!
Does the idea of wearing swimsuits and shorts
terrify you? Do you ever feel trapped by your eating
habits? You are not alone.
If you or someone you know struggles with thoughts
such as these, the WSU Eating Disorders Support
Group welcomes you. Meetings are held in the Newman
Center the first and third Mon. of each month at 7 p.m.
The next meeting is Mon., May 6. Please join us to find
comfort and the strength to overcome.
For more information call Cindy at 452-8328.

The English/math placement tests will be given on
Mon., April 29 from 2-4 p.m. in Minne 239, and Fri.,
June 7 from 8-10 a.m. in Minne 107.
All new students must take the English and mathematics placement exams. Exempt are transfer students
who have credit for college-level English and/or
mathematics courses.
Admitted students may take the exam at any scheduled time prior to registering for their initial English
compostion and mathematics courses.
Students must register to take the tests by visiting
the Advising and Retention Office, Somsen 113, or by
calling 457-5587. Students must bring a photo I.D. to
the testing site.

Communications Job Fair
Communications Job Quest 1991, the annual career
seminar sponsored by the Twin Cities Chapter of
Women in Communications, Inc., will be Saturday,
May 4,1991 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Minnesota
Mutual Life Co., 400 N. Robert St., in St. Paul.
The event is open to both students beginning their
job search and professionals seeking to change careers.
Keynote speaker Ann H. Barkelew, Vice President
of Corporate Public Relations, Dayton Hudson Corporation, will address how the communications professional plays a crucial role within an organization.
The seminar also offers: proven job hunting tips
and techniques, panel discussions on various communications careers, a directory listing internship opportunities, and the opportunity for preregistered or
on-site resume review.
The seminar fee is $20 for students and members of
Women in Communications, Inc.; fee is $30 for all
others. Registration at the door is $5 extra.

Enjoy a "TCBY" Shiver. Frozen Yogurt Treat - delicious "TUN: Frozen
Yogurt blended with any of your favorite toppings. So, come into your
The CountrO Best Wort,
local "COT store today and enjoy! Enjoy! Enjoy!

"TCBY

(COUPON)

50 CENTS OFF
ANY
MENU ITEM
EXCEPT KIDDIE CUP AND SALE ITEMS

Pakistani culture presentation
The Winona State University special education
department announces a special presentation entitled
"Exploration of the Pakistani Culture." The event,
part of the department's Colloquium Series, will be
held from 4:30 to 5:30 May 9 in WSU's Gildemeister
Hall, Room 155.
The event will feature two speakers: S.M. Waqif, a
student at WSU, and Hashmat Effendi.

Statistics speaker
James T. Massey from the National Center for Health
Statistics will visit Winona State University to speak on
"Telephone Survey Methodology." Massey will speak
at 4 p.m. May 13 in WSU's Gildmeister Hall, Room 156.
His presentation is free and open to the public.
Massey's visit is presented by WSU's Mathematics
and Statistics Department and is sponsored by the
National Center for Health Statistics. For further information, contact Carol Blumberg at (507) 457-5589.

Self creation presentation
The Winona State University Readers' Theater will
give a repeat performance of their 1990 presentation,
"Voices of American Women: Journeys of Self-Creation." The presentation will be held at Mill Road Cafe
in Galesville, Wisc. at 2 p.m. on May 5.
The group has just completed a new presentation
of "Women's Voices II" for Women's History Month
1991 at the Winona Art Center and the Unitarian
Church in Rochester.
The cast is composed of seven women from the
WSU campus and the Winona Community: Sandra
Bennett, Marian Hopkins, Pam Eyden, Mona Bias,
Sandra Adickes, Marge Dorner and Maudie Williams.
The performance is open to the public without
charge, but space is limited. For further information
call Mona Bias at (507) 457-5083.

S THE
CPA EXAM.
GUARANTEED.
Ht.)TE

LEG, IC %CEP
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.

•
•
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ANO

Comprehensive written materials
Now Offering
Nationally recognized lecturers
PASSMASTER'
Free repeat policy
3 month course
CPA Review Software

Classes in Minneapolis, St. Paul, St. Cloud, Duluth, Grand Forks,
Moorhead, Mankato, Winona, Rochester & Madison, WI

0 J7 2 68 7 -

I Register by June 15 and Save $100 I
For more information, send
in the coupon below or call

1-800-328-4444

CPA REVIEW

DUFFY

Please send me information about the Conviser Duffy
CPA Review Course.
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
School/Employer
Telephone
Mail to: Conviser Duffy CPA Review
330 Second Avenue South, Suite 770
Minneapolis, MN 55401

,

WIS

CHECK THESE
SPECIALS OUT!
OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A WEEK!!

ATZpv..0

'

Beer
Busch and Busch Light
All Miller Products
All Budwiser Products
Old Milwaukee
Coors Light
Old Milwaukee
Busch

$8.19
$11.79
$11.59
$9.29
$11.49
$6.29
$6.99

24 Pack Cans
24 Pack Cans
24 Pack Cans
24 Pack Cans
24 Pack Cans
Returnables
Returnables

Liquor
$9.39

Siberian Ice Vodka 1.75L
Phillips Flavored Schnapps 750 ml

3 for $17.99

NEW DeKuyper Cactus Juice Schnapps 750 ml
indsor Canadian

Wine

N

ow you can win up to $500 instantly and compete for a $10,000 Grand
Prize. Simply check the back of the receipt you get after any qualifying Express
Teller transaction. If all three of the dollar amounts ($1, $5, $10, $20 or S500) match,
you win that amount and can cash in the receipt at any TCF.
Certain receipts will contain one of the pre-printed letters C, A, S, or H.
To enter the random drawing for the $10,000 Grand Prize, collect four separate
receipts that spell out the word C-A-S-H, and mail them in to the Express Teller"
Sweepstakes. You can play Cash In A Flash with most cash cards. Just -look for
an Express Teller - machine. It's the one that's specially marked. EXPRESS TELLER
I

I

'

" . ■ 1.•

■

," Mimics°. rcmdcrits. IN yc.tr, and oldcr S ■ mic

fcstrit

14. 1941

1.75L

$6.99
$14.49

4 Pack
Bartles and Jaymes
4 Pack
Seagrams
2 Ltr
Sun Country
J. Roget Champagne 750 ml

$2.99
$3.45
$2.99
3 for $7.50

THE WINE HOUSE
Half a mile south across
the Hwy 43 bridge to Wisconsin
.

.

608.687-6223
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 9-7
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The
TAN SPA
1441 U\\-\\cye (Nye.
598-1
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New Lamps
and Great Prices!
Coupon
$2.00 OFF ONE
REGULAR PRICED
TAN !!
Expires May 25, 1991

COME TO THE EXPERTS!!
Active member S.A.E.
Call Today
Suntanning Association for Education
454-3042
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On Earth.

Don't forget!
Mother's Day is
Sunday, May 12.
ti

We have cards and
gifts to help you make
this a very special
Mother's Day.
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It's not
polite to
toot
your
own
horn. • • II
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do anything to get results for
your business... and a few
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Letters

didn't get the bands such as Trip
Shakespeare and the Gear Daddies
to headline Springfest is because
they weren't available.
Yes, I must admit that it is only
U-PAC's decision that counts in this
matter. However, I must also point
out that if you or any other student
on campus would like a voice in the
decisions made by U-PAC, it isn't
that hard to become a member. If
you are interested in joining, simply
come to a U-PAC meeting and find
out how (5 p.m. Mondays in the
East Alumni Lounge).
To answer the question of
whether or not you were whining,
Steve, first we must decide what
whining is. In my opinion, whining
happens when someone complains
about what they perceive as a
problem but do not attempt to
change it. By complaining about the
bands at Springfest and about UPAC in general without joining the
organization to gain a voice in the
decisions, yes, Steve, you were and
still are whining.

Continued from page 4
bare minimum and took the loss.
Finally, U-PAC didn't decide
to lower the number of bands performing at Springfest simply to calm
down the fest by shortening playing time or to save money. On the
contrary, there will be just as much
music as at last year's fest. We also
had many offers from bands to play
' for free or next to nothing. The real
reason is to simplify the fest. The
members of U-PAC will be busy
with the clubs, security, and the
crowds all during Springfest. By
cutting down on one band, we are
saving hassles and wasted time
brought about each time one band
leaves the stage and another has to
set up on stage, tune their instruments, and warm up.
Steve Danuser, if you would have
called the U-PAC office and asked
to met with me to answer your
questions or even come to more than
one U-PAC meeting, you would
have known that the reason we

Jodi Marafiot
U-PAC President

Springfest
91
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Choice

sound equipment and location before the party, "It was worth it for
us."
The band played for about three
hours. Students danced on the grass
and in the aisles, played frisbee,
hackey sack or just sat and enjoyed
the warm weather and music.
Beside a few sunburns Smith said
the event went well and that there
were no problems. She said that she
thought nearly everyone had a good
time.
"I would look around and see
poeple smiling and really enjoying
being outside in the sun, doing
something besides the normal everyday thing," she said. "I was really
gald that I could help organize
ssomething like this, something that
was important for the pro-choice
movement and soemthing that could
bring people together for a common
cause."
In addition to announcements
madeby Sorenson, during the band's
performance for choice, were announcements made about who to
vote for in last Tuesday's student
senate elections. Audience members
were asked to vote for Ann Burfeind
and Lisa Mallon, aho are both prochoice candidates.
Smith estimated that about LiO
people attended the event.
"Mostly it was students, but also
a lot of people from the community
heard the music and decided to stop
by and see what all the commotion
was," she said. "It was a great warmup for Springfest."
Students for Choice meets every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Purple
Rooms of Kryzsko Commons.

Continued from page 9
when members of Students for Choice
attended a conference in Minneapolis at the beginning of April. While
conference members were taking a
break it occurred to Heather Smith, a
sophomore nursing major, that
people who believe in the same issues need to have fun together while
also getting the word out about the
issues they are working on.
"The idea was not just an excuse
to have a bunch of people get drunk
down at the lake but to bring people
who have common interests together," Smith said.
She credits a lot of the success of
the party to the band.
"They did a great job playing,"
she said. "And it was especially great
because they did it for free."
Members of the band said that
they enjoyed playing outside for an
appreciativecrowd, even though they
made no money on it.
Ryan Rogers, a sophomore undecided major and guitarist for theband,
was decidedly nonchalant about giving up a Saturday afternoon to play.
"Hey, it was a great way for me to
get tan," he said.
Garrett Sorenson, a WSU alumnus who is the drummer and lead
singer for the band, said, "The band
played, for one thing, to keep playing
out for people and also to play for the
pro-choice movement, which is
something we all feel is important."
He said that despite playing for
free and all the uncertainty about

Cleaning the Cliffs
*4.

Tuesday Special:
Beers & Burgers 6 9
-

Wednesday Specials:
3 Tap Beers for 1 money
Big Chuck Burger $1.50
Special mug prices
NO COVER

WARRIORS

Thursday Specials:
Swamp Water
Long Island Iced Tea
Kami Kaze Shots
Strawberry Strippers
Special mug prices

WINONA, MN
204 West 2nd Street

KEEP THE NEIGHBORHOOD HAPPY!!!
Come to Shorty's DJ Lounge
for
"Springfest Cartoon Cocktails I"

Deb Benedett/VVinonan Staff
Ron Erdman, sophomore English major, is lowered over the wall of
Garvin Heights as part of the Pi Lambda Phi annual trash pick-up.

Groove
Continued from page 10
the Baby" "Incognito" "In Like With
You;" and the haunting " Women In The
Garden." I hate to sound like I'm repeating myself, but honestly, the
whole album is great. It is one of the
freshest-sounding albums I've heard
in a long time. It should find favor

ID required

• Juice cocktail and beer spec'

\\,...MEXIcAN RESTAURANT

• Breakfast specials
• Daily pitcher special, Mon.-Thurs., 3-7

parlor-

with you modern rockers out there.
Hopefully I've enlightened you
as to some worthy outlets for your
end-of-the-month cash surplus (yeah,
right.) With the masses of new releases on the way, I shouldn't have
any trouble drumming up a few more
reviews before year's end. Provided,
of course, there aren't any nasty controversies to stir up (I like to say that
just to make my editors nervous.)
Until next DeeGroovy, toodles.

1415 SERVICE DR. - WINONA. MN - 452-8202
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OPEN AT WSU
MON.-FRI.
10am-6pm
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Hair Design At Its Best
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IN KRVZSKO COMMONS
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REGISTER TO WIN FREE
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Rent Me!
Rollerblade'D gives you the only Ivo/I-tout without the walls,
without the pounding, and without sacrificing the fun.

The A. •Rollerblade.
will be at the Lake Park Bandesmho
Van
D
May 10th, 1-6pm.
Azwavrom

4th & Center Winona, MN

507-452-4228
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SPORTS

SECTION 3

Lady linksters to attend nationals
By JIM ANDERSON
Winonan Staff

With a national tournament invitation to the NGCA Division II National Championships already secured, the Winona State University
women's golf team took to the links
last Saturday and Sunday at the
Minnesota Women's Collegiate
Championships at Fairmont, Minn.
After shooting an 18-hole score of
358 the first day, the Warriors came
back with a 341 the next for a third
place finish.
The University of MinnesotaDuluth and Mankato State University tied at 696, but Mankato State
won the meet on a tiebreaker. The
tiebreaker was determined when

they went to each team's fifth player
and Mankato State's player shot one
stroke better.
"It was an excellent tournament
for us," WSU head coach Bobbe
Carney said. "We played under really heavy windy conditions and our
358 the first day was a good score
under those conditions."
Freshman Meredith Duellman led
the Warriors with a 36-hole score of
84-83-167. That was good enough
for second place individually and
gained her All-State honors.
Another freshman, Amy Weis,
shot a 92-81-173 which was good
enough for sixth individually, and
she also made All-State honors.
"That is really an incredible honor
for those two freshmen," Carney

said. 'They were the only two freshmen on the team and both played
really good rounds in the tournament."
Other scores for the Warriors were
Peg Taubert (91-87-178), Cyndi
Marolewski (91-90-181), Angie Pohl
(93-90-183) and Angela Bahnsen (9891-189).
"Peg had a really good tournament, and everybody was really
steady for both days," Carney said.
On April 19, the Warriors competed at the Gustavus Invitational
in St. Peter, Minn.
With Duellman out with an injury, the Warriors were able to come
back and take third at the tournament with a two-day score of 722.
The first day WSU shot an 18-hole

Men's volleyball club takes
conference championship

score of 377 while the second day it
shot 345.
The Warriors first meet at the St.
Thomas Invitational on April 13-14
was canceled due to inclement
weather.
Carney said the second day was a
big turnaround from the first day.
'The second day was just a great
turnaround," Carney said. "I think
we had a lot of first round jitters. It
wasn't characteristic of how they had
played in practice."
Mankato State won the meet with
a two-day score of 678. St. Cloud
State took second with a 721 and the
University of Minnesota-Duluth was
fourth with a 735.
Bahnsen led the Warriors with a
92-86-178. Other scores for WSU were

Weis (100-82-182), Marolewski (9886-184), Pohl (93-92-185) and Taubert
(94-91-185).
"We talked about being positive
in the second round, and it worked
in that second round," she said.
Carney said freshmen Bahnsen
and Weis, along with Marolewski
stood out individually.
"Bahnsen had her best tournament of the year and was our steadiest player," she said. "Weis really
came back and had a good second
round after a tough first round. Cyndi
had a good back nine on the second
round as she shot 39 with a triple
bogey."
WSU will host the National
Championships on May 6-8 at Cedar
Creek Country Club in Onalaska,

Wis.
Other teams invited include
Longwood College, UM-Duluth,
Northeast Missouri State, Mankato
State and Rollins College.
"I think we have the potential to
do better and are really working for
nationals," Carney said. " We are
really going to focus on putting and
hitting out of the sand to prepare for
nationals. Our goal is to finish in the
top four and if we do that, that would
be super."
Carney said the Warriors probably have a small advantage because
the course is so close.
"We probably have a small advantage because it will be more relaxed because friends and family will
be there," she said.

A little breather
•

Williams takes All-Conference honors as freshman
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

Everybody that plays sports
dreams of winning a championship.
Last weekend, the Winona State
University men's volleyball club realized that dream by going
undefeated on the second day of the
two-day Northern Intercollegiate
Volleyball Conference Division II
championship tournament that propelled the Warriors to the championship.
"We played remarkably well on
Sunday," head coach Connie Mettille
said. "If we played as well on Saturday as we did on Sunday, we
would have went undefeated.
"They played great team ball. We
don't have one or two great players
on our team," Mettille added. "We
are not weak in any position."
WSU didn't play that bad on Saturday, either.
The Warriors started out the
tournament by playing Mankato

State University and beating them,
15-9, 15-11.They then went and split
games with Bemidji State University,
10-15, 15-7.
The final game was the only real
dissapointment of the tournament
for WSU as the University of Wisconsin-Steven's Point spiked the
Warriors, 9-15, 11-15.
"On the first day, we lost to
Stevens Point and that was a real
downer for us," Mettille said.
WSU began its Sunday barrage
by beating Bemidji in great fashion,
crushing the Beavers, 15-6, 15-4.
According to Mettille, BSU's only
losses in the tournament came at the
hands of the Warriors, and that WSU
didn't have to fight back through the
loser's bracket because it won every
game on Sunday.
The Warriors then played St.
John's University for the first time
ever, and according to Mettille, WSU
found out that St. John's was similar
offensively to themselves, but that
was not the case for the defense.

"They played us real well, they
ran an offense that is identical to
ours," Mettille said. "But our defense
played better."
The Warriors won the game by a
score of 15-11, 15-11.
WSU ended the regular season
by playing the University of Wisconsin-Platteville, a team that took
the Warriors to five sets but lost in
WSU's final home game of the season. This time, there was no contest
as the Warriors nailed Platteville,1513, 15-4.
"It was a really great way to end
the season," Mettille said. "It feels
great."
WSU, despite not having all that
great talent, had three players win
individual conference honors.
Freshmen Kirk Williams was named
to the All-Conference team, and according to Mettille, he was the only

See Volleyball, page 16

Men's tennis team takes 2nd in
conference; district tourneys
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

The Winona State University men's tennis team took
part in the NAIA District 13 Championships and the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference tournament this past
week and found themselves with just two hurdles that
they were unable to overcome the University of Minnesota-Duluth and high winds.
The Warriors placed second in both tournaments,
with UMD taking both the conference and district
championships.
According to head coach Mike Leaf, nobody was
playing perfect tennis due to the high winds.
"We played well in the conditions," Leaf said. 'The
wind got up to 40 miles-per-hour. Everybody, because of
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the wind, was playing sloppy tennis."
No. 2 singles player, Mike Koehler, advanced to the
quarterfinals before being eliminated by UMD's Mike
Goldhammer.
No other Warrior singles or doubles team got past
the first round.
On Friday came the MC championships, and once
again the Warriors had trouble with Duluth. Moorhead
State University came in third place.
No. 1 singles player, Bill Drazkowski, won the No.
6 singles title to pace the Warriors.
"Bill Drazkowski had a great performance to win,"
Leaf said. "When we had our seeding meeting with
the coaches, we flipped a coin and Bill got the second

See Tennis, page 16

Matt 0' Nara, sophomore undecided major, gets
a few ups from his manager during the feature

Brian Bashamiwnonan Staff
bout of the Golden Gloves boxing event in
McCown gym last Saturday night.

Men's track really hurting Warrior softball team up to
Warriors hurt by the absences of Le Monds and Bergner
its knees in inconsistency
By KENT BAUMAN

Winonan Staff

All was not good for the Winona State University
men's track team this past week at the La Crosse
Classic at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.
The Warriors didn't fare all that well in the nonscoring meet.
Eric Kuehnost led WSU in the high jump with a
leap of six-feet, 3/4 inches.
According to coach Daryl Henderson, the Warriors were without their two big guns in Wade
Bergner and Bryan Le Monds. Le Monds didn't run
because of a pulled hamstring while Bergner was
hampered by a bad back but still ran the race.
"Bergner's back was pretty sore and he shouldn't
have run," Henderson said. "With Le Monds it's
getting better but we're running out of time."
He added; "If they don't run, we don't have a lot
to show."
Other Warriors to post good times in the very
tough field were John Krueger, who ran the 100

"Bergner's back was pretty sore
and he shouldn't have run. With
Le Monds it's getting better but
we're running out of time."
Daryl Henderson

meter in 11.46, and the 200 in a time of 23.64.
In the steeplechase, Tim Gallagher ran a 10:57 and Eric
Bathel finished in a time of 11:03.
Henderson, despite the times and injuries, doesn't
look at this as a setback.
"All these meets are just a test to see where you are,"
he said.
WSU travels to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on Saturday, for
the Coe Invitational.

WSU lady sluggers win two of six for the week
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

Consistency. It's something that
every team strives to achieve. Just
play up to your ability every game
and that would make any coach a
happy one.
Unfortunately, the Winona State
University women's softball team
has lacked in that all important area
of consistency. One game the Warriors will go without an error, while
the next game the team gets
but tergloves.
"At times we've played up to our
potential but we're still not consistent," WSU head coach JoEllen Bailey said. "It's hard for us to get all
aspects of our game up to the top,
and all working to their potential."
The Warriors failed to find consistency this weekend, as they split
series with Mankato State University
and St. Scholastica, and got dumped
by the University of MinnesotaDuluth in two games. WSU's record
fell to 10-19 after the 2-4 week.
The first doubleheader came at
Mankato, where MSU, a division
II school, edged the Warriors in the
first game, 1-0.
The score was tied 0-0 until the
bottom of the seventh inning, when
the Mavericks came across home
with the game-winning run.
WSU managed to get only three
hits for the game, but committed

only one error as well as some brilliant pitching from Teresa Overgard,
who went the distance allowing only
five hits and two walks in the losing
effort.
The Warriors made up for the
lack of hits in the second game,
pounding out 11 in WSU's 7-5 victory in the nightcap to gain the split.
Tammy Beranek came through
with the big bat for the Warriors,
going 3-4 with a home run, triple and
two RBI's.
Deanna Christensen got the win
for WSU, and Overgard came on in
the seventh inning to mow down the
Mavericks in order to earn the save.
"We played real well at Mankato,"
Bailey said.
The game turned out to be a onegame hitting barrage. On Friday, the
Warriors traveled to the shores of
Lake Superior for four games against
Duluth colleges. They first played
the No. 11-NAIA-ranked UMDuluth and found theirbats had gone
silent in the Bulldog's sweep of the
Warriors.
Errors killed WSU in the first
game, as UM-D scored a run in the
bottom of the fifth inning to take a 21 lead and go on to win the game by
the same score.
The Warriors committed two very
costly errors in the close game and
cost them the upset.
"We played good in the first game
besides the loss," Bailey said. "Er-

rors were costly because it was a
tight game."
WSU could manage only four hits,
with no Warrior getting more than
one. There were also no extra base
hits for WSU.
Closeness was not the word for
the second game.
UMD completely pounded the
Warriors in every aspect of the
nightcap in the Bulldog's 11-1 win.
WSU committed four errors in
the game, while the pitching of
eventual loser, Christensen and
Lynne Carlson gave up a combined
six walks and 11 hits.
The Warriors got five hits.
WSU then played St. Scholastica
on Saturday, and once again lost the
first game 6-5, as St. Scholastica
scored five runs in the bottom of thesixth inning,after being down 5-1.
The Warrior's Janice Kriener went
2-3 with a triple and a run scored,
while Michele Wood contributed a
triple for WSU.
The Warriors again managed only
five hits, and committed four errors.
The second game, once again, was
a different story as WSU wouldn't
let St. Scholastica come back this time,
as Christensen went the distance to
shut down the opposition, 4-0.
WSU broke a scoreless tie in the
top of the fifth with two runs. The
Warriors added two more in the
seventh to make the game unreachable with Christensen's pitching.
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Chicago sports
memories gone by

WSU '9' finds broom
Warriors storm
back into the
title hunt after
sweeping NIC
leader NSU

Tony Tortorello
Italian Guest Columnist

By TONY TORTORELLO
Asst. Sports Editor
It was time to bring out the broom
because the Winona State University
men's baseball team swept Northern
State University and increased their
record to 7-3 in the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference.
The Warriors played three games
last Saturday due to a rain out in the
second game on Friday. WSU won
on Friday, 3-1, and on Saturday by
scores of5-1, 3-1 and 7-2 respectively.
Onceagain, pitching, defense, and
some big offensive innings were the
keys against NSU, who came into
the weekend leading the conference.
In the first game, the Warriors
produced offensively.
WSU got out in front early in the
third inning after freshman Jeremy
Kendall doubled, and Bruce
Drareger brought him in for a 1-0
lead.
More offensive punch came in
the bottom of the fifth, when Draeger
started it off with a base hit. Mike
Guckeen, a senior first basemen, followed by tattooing the ball over the
leftfield fence to give WSU a 3-0 lead.
Joe Anderson and Jeff Carlson
each had RBI doubles in the inning
to make the score 5-0.
"The majority of our runs came in
with two outs and were clustered
into one inning," coach Gary Grob
said. "I have been disappointed with
this kind of hitting and stranded
runners but a win is a win."
WSU had a strong defense behind
Ken Vincent's three hitter. Vincent
allowed one earned run and struck
out four for the victory.
"Our defense and pitching has
been playing great and it showed
today," Grob said.
Another big offensive inning
sparked a 3-1 lead in the second
game.
The offense started in the fourth
when Rich Gove reached first on a
walk, and then advanced on a hit by
Draeger. Once again, Guckeen
stepped up with the leftfield wall in
sight and once again the ball met the
railroad tracks. That home run scored

Brian Basham/Wnonan Staff
Junior pitcher, Rod Saffert, hurls the ball over the
plate during a game Saturday afternoon. Saffert

two runs.
In the sixth, Ocker sent the baseball over the leftfield fence
to score the game's final
run.
The tripleheader concluded with the Wolves
losing the fourth straight
game, 7-2.
Pitcher Steve Ciuba allowed only two hits in
seven innings before being
replaced by Joe Taschetta.
The Warriors continued
their scoring pattern, putting together one big inning.
In the fourth, Gove led
off with a base hit and
scored on a double from
Anderson. Kendall then stepped up
and ricochet a triple off the rightfield

got his second win, defeating the Northern State
wolves, 3-1.

cement monster to score Anderson,
and put WSU up 3-2.

"We had to win all four
games to stay in the hunt for
the conference championship and we did with the
help of the whole team."
Gary Grob

WSU scored two more in the fifth
and one in the sixth to end the week-

end.
According to Grob, WSU rose up
to the occasion when they
needed to.
"We had to win all
four games to stay in the
hunt for the conference
championship and we
did with the help of the
whole team," Grob said.
This was the last game
the seniors played in at
Loughrey Field and right
now they are 24-16 overall.
Yesterday, the Warriors took on the University of Minnesota-Morris,
and this weekend WSU
travels to Bemidji State
University for a four-game series
with the Beavers.

The first LaserWriter

that fits in your wallet.
*
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My name is Anthony and I'm a
diehard Chicago sports fan, and I
drive a cement truck for the teamsters Local 167. Like my old man
said, "If you ain't teamsters you
ain't @#!*." On the side, I sell
aluminum siding, but today I'll
ramble on about sports in the
Windy City.
Hey, Yo, yooze guys have to
know how dedicated I am so I'll
explain my freakin days watching
the Bears, Cubs, Hawks and the
freakin Sting. First, I'll start off
with the Bears. Usually, I set my
alarm for 11:59 a.m. right before
the kick off, and my buddies are
all over making themselves at
home. My buddies are people
you don't want to meet. They
sweat when they eat, they have no
respect for the opposite sex, well
maybe you would enjoy that, and
they swear they'll pay you back.
But, anyway you know, my
buddies were all pissed up when
the first quarter ended against the
Green Bay Packers. Thase were
drinking some cheap wine that
thase got at old man Gino's Discount Licker. I swear on St. Anthony everytime Franky ties one
on he trows his ticker bottle thru
my 13-inch Sony at the end of the
freakin third quarter.
Anyway to sum up the parties
at my apartment, my buddies get
pissed up and they swear Rocky
Balboa got the hell kicked out of
him by Mike Ditka.
Once awhile I'm fortunate
enough to receive tickets from my
generous bookie Carmine. That
sausage smoker still owes me a
couple of favors from the Summer
of 1968, when I took satisfaction in
breaking the chick's nose and took
the rap on the whole deal. Yo, the
tickets are always on the 50-yard
line too!
The bad thing about seeing the
games live is that whatever buddy
I bring, he always seems to be
escorted out of Soldiers Field by
the men in the freakin yellow
jackets. Can you believe it two
years ago my buddy Vinny threw
up on a Andy Frain because the
Packers were up by 23. We were
drinking uzo at Ditka's before the
game.
The story that tops all stories is
when I was with my best friend
Leon Pad ucci at the Packers game
in 1985. Like always Leon and I

were seeing doubles of everything,
when suddenly a fan of the green
gold tried to rip Leon's Italian horn
off his neck. It was after the game,
and Leon beat the snot out of a bus
load of bratwurst suckers from
Milwaukee. I swear on my
mother's grave.
Now on to the winter sports of
Chicago.
I won't talk about the Bulls because I don't understand the sport
because the guys don't wear pads,
but I know the game of hockey. My
favorite place to visit is the Chicago
Stadium, where the Hawks play. I
like it because I can basically do
any thing illegal and get away with
it.
My favoriteactivity at the game
is hunting down fans from the opposite team and screaming in their
face. Believe me I know how that
feels, because I attended the third
game of the Hawks vs. Stars series
at the Met Center. I must of freakin
heard Hawks suck a million times
that night. Some of those Stars fans
are just plain hicks. For instance,
this guy wearing one of those flannel shirts and a Peterbilt hat told
me to go back to the ghetto.
I was thinking to myself what
the hell does this guy know about
the ghetto, he's probably from
Hugo, Minn.
One thing I did enjoy about the
Met Center was the Electric Stars,
they were beautiful. That black
man sure can dance.
Another thing about the Stadium is that you can seeda fights in
the stands, as well as the ice. So far,
I'm 10-0.
Now on to the boys summer.
When the Chicago Sting couldn't
draw the big crowds, I had to find
a new sport. I was kinda pissed
about that. So, I followthe Cubbies
religiously, you know the North
siders.
The best part about the games
on the tube is Harry. Any guy who
has a stroke, comes back and still
can put down a sixer is my type of
guy. When I go to the friendly
confines it is usually when I'm on
the clock at the cement company. I
know a kid down there who lets
me park the truck for free, which is
nice.
Once I'm in I head right for the
empty seats, usually the golden
boxes. I only go for the best, but
when I can't get the best I'll settle
for anything, you know.
Yo, I have- to get going now
because my probation officer is
stopping by at the place. Take it
easy pizans!
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SURPRISE DRINK SPECIALS

If finding
auto insurance
has become
an uphill battle,
give us a call.

Introducing the affordable Personal LaserWriter LS
Now you can get impressive, professional- rich, high-definition graphics at a rate of up
looking documents without having to wait in to four pages per minute.
long lines to use the laser printer over at the
And, perhaps best of all, it's from Apple —
computer lab.
designed so now you can get everything out
The Personal LaserWriter" LS printer is the of a Macintosh computer that Apple •
most affordable Apple LaserWriter ever. It has built into it. Not just the power to look
the power to let you produce crisp text and your best. The power to be your best:

A Block and a half from campus!

Car Insurance
Major-Minor Ticket Forgiveness
Monthly Payment Plans

Motorcycle Insurance

'

For all of your computer needs visit
Somsen Hall Room 207 or call 457-5545
©1991 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, LaserWriter and "Me power to be your best" are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

All Sizes of Bikes
Major-Minor Ticket Forgiveness
Harley Davidson 25% Discount on Transfers
Monthly Payment Plans
Wunderlich Winona Office:
454-3348
Insurance
601 Main
Agency

t

Rollingstone Office:
6894337
116 Main

After hours: Robb 452-4347 - Tom 452-1352 - Donna 454-2389
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Volleyball

Women's track team finishes
10th at Macalester lburney

I got it!

continued from page 14
non-division I player to be named to
the team.
"It was really great for him, seeing
that he's only a freshman," Mettille
said.
Both senior Ed Steitz and Junior
Brian Schramm were named to the
All-Conference Honorable Mention
team.
"I'm happy for Ed because it is his
last year and that is a nice way to go
out," Mettille said. "He is a really
good leader."
Mettille also said that many
coaches came up to her and said that
WSU was the team that had the most
people get the most votes for the AllConference teams, which are voted
by the coaches.
"That's a real honor, it says a lot
for our players," She said.
The volleyball club also has a very
bright future ahead of it. According
to Mettille, the Warriors only lose
three or four players next season.
"We are a very young team,"
Mettille said.
WSU does have an exhibition game
yet this season against the Minnesota
Junior Olympic volleyball team at
Talbot Gym on Saturday, May 11.
"That should be a good match for
us," Mettille said. "It will be a fun
volleyball match because there is no
pressure on us, plus it is good competition."

By KENT BAUMAN
Winonan Staff

The Winona State women's track
team went to the Macalester College
Invitational and didn't do too bad as
they finished in 10th place out of 15
teams.
The meet was won by the University of Minnesota-Duluth who
finished with 97 points compared to
the Warriors who finished with 23
points.
"We had an excellent outing considering how windy it was. You were

fourth in a time of 11:10.59.
Trampel placed fifth in the 100yard dash with a time of 13.8. Ryan
also finished fifth in the400-yard dash
by completing the race in 1:02.1.
Whalen ran in the 200-meter dash
with a time of 28.42 and a sixth place
finish.
According to Morovec, the Warriors are getting ready for the
Northern Sun Conference meet which
takes place May 10 and 11 at
Moorhead, MN. Their last tune up
comes on Saturday in Northfield, MN
at Carleton College.

WINONA STATE UNIVERSITY
Education majors:

ENROLL FOR SUMMER
CLASSES

Tennis
Continued from page 14

seed. I knew he was better than that
and he proved it by killing that Duluth
player."
Drazkowski had lost only twice
the entire year.
The No. 1 doubles team of David
White and Corey Prondinski battled
to a third place overall finish, while
Drazkowski and Koehler followed
suit at No. 2 doubles. However, the
No. 3 doubles team of Mike Emme
and Scott Meyer bettered those teams
by one, placing second in the tournament.
WSU's No. 1 player, Prondinski,
No. 2 player, Koehler and No.3 player
Emme, each came out with a third
place finish.
"Though Bill was a great asset, the
whole team contributed to the overall score," Leaf said.
The Warriors hosted the University of Wisconsin-River Falls on
Tuesday and Saint Mary's yesterday,
the games finished after the Winonan
went to press.

going into the wind on the last 100
meters of every race," coach Marge
Moravec said.
In the 400-meter relay race, WSU
came in fourth with the team of Barb
Trampel, Norma Villagomez, Carrie
Whalen, and Maureen Ryan who
finished in 53.36.
The sprint medley team of
Trampel, Villagomez, Whalen and
Ryan took first place in a time of
1:56.66.
The 3,200 meter relay team of
Cindy Rudd, Diana Latva, Melissa
Aspen and Kendra Larson, placed

First Summer Session: June 10 -July 12, 1991
Second Session: July 15 - August 16, 1991

Courses to be offered include:

Jennifer von Allmen/Asst, Photo Editor
Jason Kelly, freshmen business major,sets the ball as a teammate
watches during intramural volleyball last Monday night.

First Session
Intro. to Field Experience
Growth and Development
Prof. Field Experience
Curriculum & Evaluation
Human Relations

Linksters place 9th in region

Second Session
Learning in the Classroom
Children's Literature
Middle School Philosophy
Education of the Gifted
Great River Writing Project

- - and many others

Men's golf team doesn't fair well in NCAA Division II tournament
By JIM ANDERSON
Winonan Staff

With its top two golfers posting
high scores, the Winona State University men's golf team struggled and
finished ninth in the NCAA Regional
Division II Golf Tournament held at
the Purdue University Golf Course
last Sunday and Monday.
The Warriors finished with a 36hole score of 634.
Tennessee-Martin won the tournament with a 603. The University of
Minnesota-Duluth finished in eighth
place, just four strokes ahead of WSU.
No. 3 and No. 4 golfers Chuck
Lundeen and Erik Thompson led the

Warriors, posting 154 scores. Brian
Paulson finished at 162, John Branick
at 164 and Kirk Thompson finished
with a 173.
"When you have to count large
scores from your top golfers, it is
impossible to be one of the top contenders," WSU coach Dwight
Marston said. "Anytime Brian
Paulson and Kirk Thompson fail to
shoot in the mid 70 s, you know it has
been a very, very long day."
Marston said the top two golfers
have to score for you to be successful.
"Your one and two men have to be
right up there on top and scoring 7375," he said. "They have been two of
our four consistent scorers and their

games will come around at the district tournament."
Marston feels the Warriors need
strong outings from Lundeen, Erik
Thompson and the No. 5 player to
win the District 13 championship.
"We need strong scores from
Chuck, Eric and the No. 5 player to
win it," he said. "The No. 5 man is
very important."
According to Marston, Duluth is
the top challenger.
"At this time, I look at UMD as a
very strong contender and for us to
win the district, we have to score 7478 with our top four men," he said.
WSU participates in the district 13
championships May 6-7.

For a complete schedule of summer courses and information about
registration, visit the Registrar's Office, Somsen 114 or the Continuing Education Office, Somsen 109.

Summer housing is available on campus. Call (507) 457-5305 or
visit the Housing Office in Kryzsko Commons to obtain information
about summer housing contracts.

CLASSIFIEDS
alEUTYWANT

NANNIES NEEDED
Well known agency has the
perfect job for you in Connecticut. Loving families, top salaries,
room and board, air fare paid.
CARE FOR KIDS, Dept. W PO
Box 27 Rowayton, CT 06853,

(203) 852-8111.

NANNIES NEEDED
In NY, NJ area. Great pay,
fine homes. One year cornmittment. Call Nannies N
More, inc. 1-800-444-5899.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

'1000

IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK .

Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50

Thinking of taking some time
off from school? We need
MOTHER'S HELPERS/
NANNIES. We have
prescreened families to suit
you. Live in exciting New
York City suburbs. We are
established since 1984 and
have a strong support
network. 1-800-222-XTRA.

WE NEED
SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS
Earn up to $10/hr.
Market credit cards on
campus. Flexible hours. Only
10 pos itions available. Call
Now
1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20.

Bartender/Golf Attendant
Wanted
Wanted for spring and
summer, mostly weekends.
Cochrane Golf Course,
Cochrane, WI (about 20 miles
from Winona). Call Don at
608-248-2800.

44:
APARTMENT FOR RENT
3 bdrm apt upstairs. Duplex
Available June 1, lg. living
room, lg. kitchen & bath.
$159/person. Heat included.
Call Pete TIouoan 452-5667.

Wanted To Buy
I would like to buy a used
Mountain Bike. Give me a
call. Mike 454-7466.

CONSIDER ADOPTION
Minnesota couple wishes to
adopt baby. Committed to
providing warm and loving
home. Educated, financially
secure with stable, happy
marriage. If you or someone
you know might be interested, call Geri or Nick collect
612-823-8245. Legal.
SUMMER SUBLEASE
3 blks from campus. Furnished. $190 a month. Call
Mark 2-2776.
Student apartments
Two,three & five bedrooms.
Heat paid. Call Mike @ 4547270.

For Sale
Portfolio Case
Black vynl full-sized portfolio
case. Perfect for displaying
your work. $50 or best offer.
Call Becky @ 452-5917.
FOR SALE
Crazy bread and sauce $1.
look for us at Springfest - Tri
Sigma.

Commodore Computer for
sale plus printer, joysticks,
disk drive, koala pad and
over 30 disks included. Make
offer.
Call dave 452-0508.

Apple II Plus computer for
sale. Includes: BMC monitor,
EPSON printer mx 100, 20
disks, Hayes Smart Modem
and Omega keyboard.
$350.00. Call Julie 452-0508.
4-sale German Shepard/
Husky puppy. Call Don after
6:00pm. 452-0914.

LOST
A ladies' Black Hills Gold
ring. Lost on softball field #6
at Lake Park. High sentimental value. If found, please call
Becky @ 452-5917. Thank you.
FOUND
Camera case and equipment.
Found in Green Room in
PAC. Come to Memorial 118
to claim. 457-5216.

DAN-0
Thanks for an awesome
party! DANFEST '92 will be
even better. Let's try for 50!
A special thanks goes to
Delta Phi Epsilon for our
cake. We enjoyed the
congratulations "The Tekes"
loved it.
Hey Nutcases!
Feel like painting Mankato a
deeper shade of green?
"Gotta love it! Hey! Gotta love
it!," Let me know soon!
The Catt
"Don't miss out" for Tekes will
all be dunked out by the end
of the day. Come partake in
our TKE Dunktank at Springfest.
Look for PI LAMBDA PHI can
coolers on sale at Springfest!
JIM- Bucks suck and you are
WHIPPED. Not that kind of
whipped then what kind are
you, whipped cream or
maybe Crisco? All I know is
it sounds Kinky!

Tekes and female Greeks.
Let's have fun on Friday.
"Around Winona in Six
Hours". See you at eleven
o'clock. Mexico House. Doc.
No longer are we separate
men, we are all one, as Alpha
class of the Nu Kappa Tekes.
Farmers! Wives...
RAIN SUCKS! We play the
guys 2 weeks from Friday...
Be there we'll kick butt!
Anyhow playoffs start next
week. Can we do it? Daaa!
Jono Way to show your balls!
Those are hugecannon balls!
"Bowling-esque" dude.
Krotch
Where are you? Crops are in.
We did good!
yeah... Sat...
wedding...
Springfest...
I just don't know!
Yo, students! Got a special

message, an inside joke you
want to express to someone? Do
it in the Winonan personals.
They're quick, cheap and easy.
Only 250 per line. Just stop- in
the Winona office in the lower
hyphen of Kryzsko Commons.
Deadlines are Monday s at 6pm

before Wednesday.
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Limited Delivery Available
After 4:00 P.M.
With A $5.00 Minimum Purchase

r

452-8752

,

8 warm stidcs of freshly baked bread
brushed with garlic and topped
with parmesan cheese.

Experts: 5/15/91

-•

r

BEST VALUE COUPON

■ IN IN

Crazy Bread

IWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

.8

$

..T. .7.
89.9

pizza with
2 totVings

MEDIUM PIZZAS

YOUR CHOKE:
• One of Each! • PanlPsnl - • PlualPiczal •
wood only with coupon at participating Little Caesars Eight
Select Toppings 8 Topping Pizza includes pepperoni,
mushrooms, onions, ham, ground beef, bacon, green peppers
and Italian sausage Excludes extra cheese
Expires: 5/15/91

PLUS TAX WHERE
APPLICABLE
PRICES VALID IN
USA ONLY

4.v:ae-says
•1991 UttSe C.oesar Enterprises, Inc

IL MN

BEST VALUE COUPON

TWO LARGE PIZZAS

A.

I

YOUR CHOICE:

Each!6
l7 :3PizzalPizzai r:. 'Eight
pa tPanpati
a;Pan
Valid on.ty°ne of
Select Toppings. 8 Topping Pizza includes pepperoni,
mushrooms onions, ham, ground beef, bacon, green peppers I
and Italian sausage. Excludes extra cheese.
,

Expires: 5/15/91

I. N.

•Mt Little Caesars Enterprises, Inc

• BEST VALUE COUPON

-•

■ M•

rI MO SMALL PIZZAS I
BEST VALUE COUPON •

with cheese and 1 topping*

$6 s2

LARGE PIZZAS

999

Plus Tax

I

I YOUR CHOKE: • One of Each! • Panilianr - • Pinalliixza! •
vaild onty with coupon at participating Little Caesars
Extra toppings available at additional cost
'Excludes extra cheese

PLUS TAX WHERE
APPLICABLE
PRICES VALID IN
U SA ONLY

Expires: 5/15/91

NO COUPON NECESSARY.

Offer valid on Pizzo , Pizza i " or Pon , Poni . " thru May t2, 1991
of participating stores 'Bonin 4 Piece order of Crozy Breoe.
Vold only with purchase of PepperonilPepperiand - offer

■ NMI 111111

Pregnant
and afraid?

om

FAMILY CHOICE /1P

Two

TWO

kids.

aduthe
lts.
fm

it

pizza with $1 299 pizza with I
toppings
PPing
toe
•
for
for the I
II for the
Plus Tax
kids. •
II adults.

Pea FREE

BEST VALUE COUPON INN

"FAMILY CHOICE" -

Ckle
pizza with
I toPPings.

I

•

I

Pepperoni!
Pepperoni!'

Please request Crazy Bread at time of order. Valid only with
coupon at participating Little Caesars.

■

III

More

Plus Tax

11.

ON • BEST VALUE COUPON • NI 1111

2 Pizzas With

...BEST VALUE COUPON • ••

•1991 UMe Caesars Enterprises, Inc

1201 Gilmore Ave.
(in the Winona Mall)

c1991 Little

Caesars Enterprises, inc

BEST VALUE COUPON

■ 11 .11
•
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WINONA STATE'S
DANCE PARTY!

There is a friend who cares

pi rt hri ght

. ;•..

:E
.1P

452-2421

free pregnancy test

free confidential ; help
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COMING FRIDAY
TO Ga..
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Thurs. 10 --1
College ID required i °
Non-Alcoholic Bar ..: o
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6 NEW SUNAL WOLFF
TANNING BEDS!
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ALSO AVAILABLE
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Hairstyling
Tanning
Beach Wear
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Midtown
Foods
-

Winona's Largest Locally Owned Super Market"
126 East 5th Street

7 a.m. to 10 p.m. - 7 Days A Week

LEAN BONELESS

LEAN BONELESS

PORK LOIN ROAST

PORK LOIN CHOPS

LITTLE SIZZLERS
HORMEL

BLACK LABEL BACON
•REG*LOW SALE*THICK

ASSORTED FARMSTEAD

FRESH FROM OUR DELI

LUNCH MEATS
$ 11 09
ie

BUCKETS OF CHICKEN
8 PIECE $ 4 59
BUCKET

WE USE ONLY ARCADIA FRYER CHICKEN
AND THE FINEST VEGETABLE OIL!

IGA

HENRI'S

12 PIECE
BUCKET
IGA
MARSHMALL

ALL 12 PACKS

APPLE
SAUCE

MADE BY

REGULAR OR MINI

21790

COKE &
PEPSI

10 OZ
IGA
CHOCOLATE CHIPS

$1°

50
9OZ
REGINATURAL

69'12
CHEERIOS

FRISKIES

GRAHAM
CRACKERS
DEL MONTE

PUDDING

II

I

t

AA, It.

Cheerios

..... , • .

OZ

.. ............. .. .........

Buy ONE box of 10 oz Cheerios`' and
get one box of 10 ox. Cheerios° FREE .-P.1.1

99 C1607
LIQUID TIDE

WITH COUPON AT RIGHT!

gofirtiTrrITM"11" .... .. .. ..

O

... .. ...... .. ..... " ... .. ....
1005 C-19711
EXPIRES 5P/91
ONLY AT
MIDTOWN FOODS

Kith Mills

FRESH CALIFORNIA
STRAWBERRIES

Banquet FAMILY ENTREE

BANQUET FAMILY ENTREE'S' $

TURKEY
SALISBURY STEAK
CHICKEN NOODLES

TOTINOS PARTY PIZZA

SAUSAGE-PEPPERONI.COMBINATION

28 OZ

5

9

